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Copyright
Terms of Use
Use of: http://www.purebredwarrior.com - Purebred Warrior Digital Magazine 

on www.issuu.com 

This policy is valid from 15th August 2018 until the next issues as active.

The reading of all information on Purebred Warrior Digital Magazine is of 

your own free will. This is a collective ideas from different contributors across 

the globe. If you do not accept these Terms and Conditions, you should cease 

use of this platform immediately. If you do however want to read some 

awesome gamefowl breed related articles, please don’t leave just yet.

I reserve the right to change any of these Terms and Conditions at any given 

time on this website. As I am quite unpredictable and a restless person, please 

check back here often.

I created and conceptualized this digital magazine long time ago and and 

dedicated this project to all gamefowl breeders and cockers all across the 

globe. There’s no journalism in my blood but I can able to adapt their daily 

routine of work and can able to stressed it freely of my own about their duties 

and responsibilities on this platform. Articles being used aside from direct 

interviews from the breeders, game farm owners or to anyone who wished 

to be interviewed as most of them will be a contributed source from different 

contributors that are willingly offered with no copyright infringement issues 

of whatsoever that I have no claim at all. And source link will be visible for all 

articles that been grab from the internet.

Even though I work very hard to provide you with interesting informations 

and interview coming from a well known breeders or game-farm owners, I 

make no representations or warranties of any kind (expressed or implied) 

about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability 

of any informations, products, services or related graphics contained on 

Purebred Warrior for any purpose. Especially when it comes to subscriptions, 

contributors informations and website addresses, I advice you to double 

check.

I aim to provide you with accurate information from my stand point but 

I amcontributor’s at the time of publishing, but some information will 

understandably be less accurate as time passes. Should you find any 

inaccurate information, please do not hesitate to contact me. I will drop 

everything, get behind my laptop and correct this world shocking mistake 

right away… or as soon as I finished my cup of tea. I do have my priorities 

you see.

Copyright Policy
Unless otherwise noted, I (Mhar Delaben from Purebred Warrior) am the 

legal copyright holder of all (written, multimedia and graphic) material 

on this website and it may not be used, reprinted, (partially) modified or 

published without my written consent. A link to purebredwarrior.com must 

appear in all copies of any artwork or content, including articles, press releases 

and as icing on cakes. Contributors to Purebred Warrior are responsible for 

their own submitted material on my website or in to the magazine and 

have to ensure that their work complies with national and relevant foreign, 

comical-, attraction- and gravitational laws. The opinions expressed by any 

Third Parties are their own and do not represent the position or believe 

of purebredwarrior.com. I also am not responsible “but very sorry” for any 

narrow minded, impolite or offensive comments by others on my blog.

Privacy Statement
Any personal and/or contact information provided to me will be kept private. 

You will not be spammed in any way, I will not send you Valentines and/or 

Christmas Cards (unless you ask me to and I really like you) and I will not sell 

or disclose your information to any other companies.

I am not responsible for the privacy practices of any of my advertisers or 

website/magazine commenters.

Reserve Rights
I, Mhar Delaben from Purebred Warrior, reserves the right to change the 

focus of the website/magazine (like turning it into a platform for fellow 

philanthropists and sand collectors) as I might very well do in the future), to 

shut it down, sell it, change the terms of use (go to a paid platform) at my 

own discretion.

I also reserve the rights to edit or delete any comments submitted to 

purebredwarrior.com  without notice due to: comments deemed to be spam 

or questionable spam, comments including profanity, comments containing 

language or concepts that could be deemed offensive, comments that attack a group 

or person individually, or comments from my parents telling me to call them more 

often. I do accept virtual kisses, flowers and encouraging pets on the back.

Advertisers and Sponsors
I am not responsible for the actions of my advertisers or sponsors. If you purchase a 

product or service based upon a link from my website, you must take action with that 

company to resolve any issues, not Purebred Warrior.

Any product, claim, statistic, quote or other representation about a product or service 

should be verified with the manufacturer, provider or party in question. Just because I like 

the colour red (usually with white polka dots), doesn’t have to mean you will like it too!

To help the website expand, to cover costs of running the site and for me to be able to fly to 

U.S. three times a year (YEAH I WISH!), some advertising and affiliate links are run on my 

website. I will do my absolute best to only provide you with information about (breeders, 

gamefarm owners and cockers) products that I truly believe in. I will never take your trust for 

granted. All reviews on my website will be presented honestly and I will disclose whether I will 

be receiving any commissions or products for free.

Letters to the Editor
Any letters, e-mails, blog comments, responses on Social Media platforms such as Facebook, 

Pinterest, Instagram and Twitter, or questions written directly to me may be used to share with 

my blogging audience unless specifically requested otherwise. (Part of) these letters or emails, 

questions or any other feedback may be used in newsletters, blog posts, columns or up-and-

coming books. Big compliments will be painted on a tile and put up in my bathroom. 

 

Thank you so much for visiting my website and for reading the digital magazine issues first 

edition and don’t forget to enjoy yourself!

Mhar Delaben



The ISSUE no.5
Greetings to all mga KA-WARRIORS!

Here we are, folks! reaching issue no.5!
It is not that easy to take this path from scratch to 
something that everyone is looking forward to it. 
First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to 
extend my thankfulness to everyone who supported 
me since the beginning of this magazine and up until 
now who stood beside me and help me overcome all 
the hurdles and struggles.

On behalf of my partner Neroe Lee, it is really an 
honour working with this gentleman who really knows the in and out of this industry 
and I can only wish a good fortune for him and his family and surely we both 
continue to look forward to work out this magazine and take it to the next level.

There so many quite intriguing behind the scene that only a few knows about it. 
There are only two things that the world can offer to each individual, the good and 
the bad. It is up to us to choose which purpose are we gonna take but I’m sure no 
one gonna pick the bad side of this world. What I’m trying to say is this, If you want 
to help somebody and you intend not to ask any in return, that is a noble thing 
to do. Be sure to keep your word though, as this will bring honour to you and your 
household. 

The launching of the magazine was so overwhelming because of those people 
who help me and mould me. But, there’s only one thing that left me uncertain. I 
never expect it at all to a person who once really help me, educate me and open my 
mind to this wonderful gamefowl industry and then turn my world upside down just 
because he doesn’t want to be in the magazine associated with the other person 
that he thinks the man is not a gentleman at all.

We do have a choice in every situation and I choose to move forward. Though 
someone closes its door, it doesn’t matter because I do believe and I knew that 
somebody would come along and open its window for me...  This is how the majestic 
world could be to anyone. Be true to yourself and be kind to others, there’s God 
above that can rescue you even against all odds.

I can’t believe we reached this far. This issue no.5 is truly remarkable and will 
remember generations after generation. On the Cover, we interview Jonas Barnett 
the son of the Late Bruce Barnett - Mr. Sweater. Please turn to page 26 to know 
more about him and his family. On this issue, we cover a lot of interviews because we 
want to satisfy the reader’s eye, we want them to be full of information and insights 
to most of the well-known breeders in the land. Please turn to page 36 to read our 
interview with Cyndel Robinson. On page 46, Bernandino Tacoy. On page 56, Luke 
Jarrard. On page 64, Oliver Osorio, on page 72, Anthony Bug Morton, on page 82, 
Arthur Contreras, on page 93, Herbie Emmanuelle. The unveiling story of the Mark 
Left Nose Sweater of the Barnett family on page 102 and on page 110, read Nene 
Abello’s on his personal view section.

We truly appreciate everyone’s help and I hope we can able to continue this 
relationship towards our wonderful platform Purebred Warrior Digital Magazine 
where everyone has a freedom to express themselves in a clean and wholesome 
way of communication through posting of any related materials about gamefowl, 
breeding and raising game farm to the next level.

I hope we will continue to support this digital magazine by subscribing to it and 
please share this platform to your connections and let them know that we do have an 
awesome and active facebook page to hang out for all aficionados.

Peace and Blessings! 

Your cock-a-doodle-doo-friend,

Mhar Delaben
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vaccination, vitamins, and look for 
a good handler, and gaffer. Stags 
need much attention particularly in 
giving them proper feeds, vitamins, 
and training. In my case I feed my 
stag using BMEG stag developer, 
give them vitamin B12 tablet every 
day, and inject them with Bexan 
XP every 15 days that will serve as 
their pre-conditioning because I 
believe that a healthy stag will have 
a greater percentage of winning in 
the pit.

Selection is also very important 
factor when you want to join in 
stag derby. Some of the things to 
consider on how to prepare in stag 
derby are that you need to select 
the best stag. Select a healthy 
stag, medium to high station, good 
posture and possess a superior 
fighting style.

The handler is the one who will 
in charge of feeding program and 
exercise of the stag. There are 
conditioning method to be use in 
preparing to stag derby. Below is the 
basic stag conditioning that can be 
reference when preparing in a stag 
derby:

1. Scratching 
There are different materials used 
as scratch like banana leaves and 
corn husks.  Put some scratch 
material into scratch box and 
let the stag do some scratching 
activity. Make sure the stag are 
hungry so that they will keep 
on scratching. You can throw 
some crack corn so that stag will 
encourage to scratch. 

2. Light and Noise  
Make the fighting stags familiar 
with the lights by doing walking 
routine around your personalize 
pit and playing loud sounds to 
make them familiar with the 
noise. 

3. Tailing and Breaking  
Warm up your fighting stags by 

HOW TO 
PREPARE 
IN STAG 

DERBY 

S
tag derby is very popular today 
because there is big amount 
of money if you are lucky 
and become the champion. 
Stag derby is an annual 
event held in the different 
places of the Philippines by 
different game fowl breeder 
association like GFBAN ( 
Gamefowl Breeders Association 
of Negros), NGBA  (Negros 
Gamefowl Breeders Association 
), digmaan, and bakbakan. 
There are lots of things to 
consider on how to prepare 
in stag derby. You need first 
to become a member of any 
accredited game fowl breeder 
association, your stag need to 
be banded earlier; you need to 
pay membership fee, etc.

If you wish to join in stag 
derby, you need to invest 
in breeding material, feeds, 

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | BREEDING<<
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tailing and walking, 
so that they will 
improve their 
stamina. 

4. Sparring  
Spar the fighting 
stags with different 
fighting styles 
opponent stag and 
different colors like 
Hennie, white , grey, 
black, bulik, and red. 

5. Catch Cock  
Practice the stags 
to strike on air 
and on the ground 
before feeding in the 
morning and in the 
afternoon using asil 
cock.  

6. Rotation  
Rotate your fighting 
stag by placing them 
in flying pen and 
chord area.

The role of gaffer in 
stag derby is very 
important, find a 
gaffer that is very 
experience and it 
is important that 
the gaffer knows 
the fighting style of 
your fighting stag. 
If possible during 
training and sparing of 
your fighting stag the 
presence of a gaffer is 
important so that they 
become familiar with 
the fighting style of 
your fighting stag. 

https://new-
pressrelease.blogspot.
com/2014/ 
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Spanish game fowl . The 
Peruvian game fowl fighting 
style is suited for long knife 
because these kind of fighting 
cocks are high flyer; they have 
power and speed and can 
kill the opponent cock in the 
ground.

I am interesting to have an 
experiment about game fowl 
breeding. I want to produce 
a Peruvian like game fowl by 
crossing a rampuri asil cock 
to a mel sims black hen. I like 
rampuri asil because they have 
good body formation, high 
station, brainy, have power and 
speed. On the other hand, mel 
sim black are typical brown red 
in color, straight comb, they 
have heavy feathered,  small 
heads, multiple shuffler and 
have lots of power and speed.

I believe that when I am going 
to cross breed the rampuri 
asil cock to the mel sims black 
hen, I can produce a Peruvian 
like game fowl. The result of 
the cross breeding of asil to 
western game fowl become 
grade asil with a look and a 
fighting style like a Peruvian 
game fowl. 

Source: https://new-pressrelease.
blogspot.com/2014/

HOW TO 
PRODUCE 
PERUVIAN 

LIKE 
GAMEFOWL 

P
eruvian game fowl is becoming popular 
today because of its power and speed. 
Many Philippine game fowl breeder 
who are interested to have this game 
fowl and they are going to cross breed 
it with their existing western game 
fowl like hatches. The Peruvian fighting 
styles are very impressive that is why 
many local breeders want to have 
Peruvian game fowl.  This breed of 
game fowl is  consider as old fighting 
cock’s bloodline, they were developed 
by crossing various oriental game 
fowl like asil or aseel and shamo  with 

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | BREEDING<<
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thing you need to consider is 
your starting capital or budget, 
once budget is determine you 
can plan how big is your initial 
breeding in terms of target 
production. Second thing to be 
consider is the area wherein 
you are going to breed them 
and use later when you have 
already in the production stage, 
consider the place where to 
chord them, the range area, 
the breeding pen, the broader 
, also determine the source of 
water where to get it. Third 
consider where you are going to 
get or acquire your broad cock 
and broad hens this is very 
important because bloodline is 
one of the important aspect in 
the breeding of fighting cocks.

If you start breeding fighting 
cocks from scratch you need 
to have a quality breeding 
materials so that your money, 
time, and effort will not be 
wasted. Good breeding materials 
will produce good offspring 
that are high station, good body 
formation, and better fighting 
style. It will result to more 
winning or higher percentage 
of winning. If you plan to breed 
fighting cocks for business or 
battle you need to start breeding 
right by having good breeding 
materials. 

https://new-pressrelease.
blogspot.com/2014/ 

HOW TO START 
FIGHTING COCKS 
BREEDING FROM 
SCRATCH 

C

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | BREEDING<<
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ock fighting is very popular in the 
Philippines; there are many well-
known breeders who are champion 
in international derby like world 
slasher cup and candelaria derby. 
Other popular derby are bakbakan 
and digmaan, this 2014 stag derbies 
usually start in the month of 
September. But how to start fighting 
cocks breeding from scratch?

The breeding of fighting cocks is 
not easy, you need to consider many 
things and make a best plan on how 
you are going to breed them. The first 

PHOTO BY
Steel Magnolia

Red Shuffler Cock4
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LEMON 84 
SWEATER CROSS 

BREEDING 

L
emon 
Sweater 
crosses is 
one of my 
choice this 
breeding 
season. I 
like Lemon 
game fowl 
because 
they are 
known for 
its smart 
fighting 

style, an offbeat sense of 
timing that catches its 
opponent with powerful 
single stroke killing hits.  It 
is a vertical flyer, a side 
stepper and counter 
attacker. Lemon 84 has 
become the foundation 
blood line used by most 
Bacolod game fowl 
breeders in Negros that 
until today consistently 
wins even against modern 
game fowl.  Lemon 84 
game fowl is originally 
came from the Hatch-
Butcher-Claret crosses 
of the late Duke Hulsey. 
Sir Paeng Araneta is the 
well-known breeder of 
this game fowl. Lemon 
84 comes lemon hackled, 
pea combed or straight-
combed and yellow and 
green-legged, pumpkin 

feathered, and a medium 
stationed game fowl. I 
really like the feather 
of lemons they look like 
“ponkan”. As I noticed, 
the ponkan look fighting 
cocks is the choice of 
most buyers coming from 
Metro Manila. They like to 
buy pumpkin feathered 
fighting cocks.
Lemon 84 is good to be 

cross breed with sweater 
game fowl that have 
excellent gameness and 
power. By cross breeding 
lemon 84 to a sweater 
game fowl, it can produced 
a battle cross with a 
fighting style that have an 
offbeat sense of timing with 
power and full of gameness 
, side stepper and vertical 
flyer. Sense sweater game 
fowl are high station, when 
cross breed to lemon 84 
who are a medium station 
game fowl it will produce 
a battle cross with good 
station and very good 
fighting style. The lemon 
sweater crosses is already 
tested by some game fowl 
breeders and it gives them a 
higher winning percentage 
in the pit. 

https://new-pressrelease.
blogspot.com/2014/ 

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | FIGHTING COCK<<
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elsims black bloodlide 
is one of the winning 
game fowl bloodline 
today because of their 
excellent fighting 
style. As I watch the 
2014 GFBAN stag 
derby, I guess the 
stags that is used by 
Sir Hinlo of DVH and 
Sons game farm is 
a blend of mel sims 
black. The DVH and 
Sons of Sir Hinlo is 
the solo champion in 
the 2014 GFBAN stag 
derby. Mel sims black 
bloodline is also good 
to be cross breed with 
the grey. In some of 
the derby I saw some 
dirty grey that has 
a good performance 
and higher percentage 
of winning in the pit. 
I asked some of the 
handler about the 

atch Grey battle 
cross is one of my 
choice, some of the 
characteristics of 
regular grey game 
fowl; they are green 
legged, sometimes 
with yellow, silver 
duck wings and 
straight comb. They 
are medium to low-
stationed, and are 
known for power and 
gameness. Breeders 
note about hatches 
game fowl that they 
are as powerful and 
dead game as the 
Bluefaces. In the 
Philippines, many 
game fowl breeders 

MELSIMS 
BLACK 
GREY 
CROSS 
BREEDING 

REGULAR 
GREY 
MCLEAN 
HATCH 
CROSSES 

M H

bloodline, they answered me that 
it is a blend of mel sims black 
and regular grey that are cross 
breed.

The mel sims black grey cross 
breed as I saw their fight, they 
break high, and in terms of 
fighting style they can do side 
step to avoid being hit by the 
opponent cock. Mel sims black 
grey battle cross has speed and 
power when they are going 
to attack their opponent. Mel 
sims black grey battle crosses is 
capable of killing their opponent 
in the air and in the ground 
quickly.

I like mel sims black game 
fowl because of their speed and 
power. I like also Greys game fowl 
because they are aggressive and 
hard hitting game cocks that are 
deadly and has a good cutting 
ability and gameness.

It is good to start breeding in 
the middle of October up to the 
month of January. This breeding 
season I will try to breed the 
mel sims black over the regular 
grey. The result of cross breeding 
between mel sims black and grey 
will be tested in the next stag 
derby.  

https://new-pressrelease.
blogspot.com/2014/ 

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | FIGHTING COCK<<

3 Photo by: 
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have made 
Regular Grey as 
their foundation 
blood line. The 
McLean Hatch on 
the other hand 
has the following 
characteristics, 
like power and 
gameness, their 
blows often 
packing a wallop. 
They are basically 
medium-stationed 
and peacombed 
with some coming 
straight combed.

You can rely on 
the hatch in the 
ground because 
it can kill the 
opponent cock in a 
matter of seconds. 
The hatch grey 
crosses are very 
popular because 
it is tested and 
proven that more 
winning is coming 
from this battle 
cross. Greys are 
high flyer and 
brainy, side stepper 
in order to avoid 
being hit by the 
opponent. The 
characteristics of 
grey game fowl is 
suitable or match 
to cross breed 
with the hatches 
bloodline in order 
to produce a 
winning line battle 
cross.

Some of the 
greys families are 
the Law Grey, the 
Sweater Gray and 
the Plainhead 
Muff Grey.  Some 
breeders also cross 

breed their greys to other bloodline 
like butcher, sweater, clarets, and 
roundheads. Here are some of 
the hatches game fowl families, 
Mcleans, Blueface, and Rubble 
Hatch, lieper hatch, mel sim hatches 
are also belong to the hatches 
families of game fowl. Hatches are 
good to be cross breed with dom, 
roundheads, sweater, clarets, greys 
and asil.

To produce a winning line battle 
cross, it is also important that 
proper maintenance like feeding, 
vaccination, and vitamins should be 
given to your game fowl.  

https://new-pressrelease.blogspot.
com/2014/

3 Photo by: 
Regular Grey,   Cesar Perez
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his 2014 breeding 
season I would like 
to produce a battle 
cross between Boston 
round head and 
McLean green leg 
hatch.  Boston’s are 
good looking fighting 
cocks their featherings 
are colored light red 
to orange feather, they 
are black breasted, 
some have several 
white streaked in 
wings and tail, most 
are medium stations, 
and  the color of their 
legs are yellow. 

ROUND 
HEAD HATCH 
CROSSES 

3 Photo by: 
Marco Marco

T

good timing to deliver its blow, they 
are high breakers fighting cocks. Most 
are defensive fighters like oriental 
fowls. The Boston is very good to cross 
breed with the hatches family like the 
McLean green leg hatch.

McLean hatch are known for 
their characteristics like power and 
gameness, their blows often packing a 
wallop which is very deadly. They are 
basically medium-stationed and pea 
combed with some coming straight 
combed.  I am inspired to cross breed 
the hatch to round heads because 
there are game fowl breeders who won 
several times in derbies using the cross 
breeding of roundheads and hatch. 

I believed that in cock fighting the 
battle cross chicken not only need to 
be aggressive in order to win in the 
battle, but it also need to become 
defensive and accurate. And I believe 
that roundhead-hatch crosses are 
good enough and can have both 
offensive and defensive traits and 
fighting style.  

https://new-pressrelease.blogspot.
com/2014/ 

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | FIGHTING COCK<<

Boston roundheads are cool 
headed not so aggressive, 
smart, very patient, fast on 
the ground and can strike on 
the air, sometimes delivers 
fast unexpected strapping 
shuffles at the back of its 
opponent when both of them 
are in the ground, they also 
side step their opponent 
like asil to avoid getting hit, 
multiple shuffler, has a very 
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ne of the winning 
crosses or fighting 
cock battle cross 
is the roundhead 
clarets.  Clarets are 
used by some fighting 
cock’s breeder as their 
foundation bloodline 
because clarets are 
deadly and have a 
good cutting ability. 
Some of the traits 
or characteristic of 
clarets game fowl are 
they come straight 
comb, wine red 
feather and black 
breasted.  Clarets 
have beautiful tail 
with white streaks 
and usually white 
legged. Clarets are 
the choice to be the 
foundation bllodline 
of some game fowl 

ROUNDHEAD CLARET 
CROSS BREEDING 

3 Photo by: 
William N Jessie Swafford

O

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | FIGHTING COCK<<

breeder because they have a 
fighting style and traits like 
accurate cutters, fast and clever. 
They are also known to break 
high, possess deep game and are 
clever, fighting with hard hitting 
single strokes and are very 
aggressive in the pit.

Clarets when cross breed with 
roundheads who are smart 
fighters with weaving abilities, 
a side-stepper, very aggressive, 
and superbly fast cutters will 
produced a battle cross that can 
compete with new developed 
bloodline like the sweater. 
Roundheads game fowl are 
known to possess devastating leg 
power and are characteristically 
flyers that break high. Round 
head game fowl can kill their 
opponent in the air quickly. 
Among the roundhead game 
fowl family, the most well-
known are Lacy Roundhead, 
originated by Judge Lacy. There 
are other Roundhead families 
like the Bruners, Sheltons, Allen 
and Boston.  Aside from cross 
breeding to clarets, roundhead 
game fowl are good to be cross-
breed with butchers, greys, and 
hatches game fowl.  Roundheads 
are tend to mature or peak early 
as stags and because of that 
they are ideal to be used in some 
stag derbies like bakbakan and 
digmaan. 

https://new-pressrelease.
blogspot.com/2014/
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T
his breeding 
season I would 
like to cross 
breed my 1/2 
asil- sweater 
broad stag to 
my pure sweater 

broad hens to produce a 3/4 
sweater and 1/4 rampuri asil 
battle cross. I like Sweater 
game fowl or fighting cocks 
because it is one of the popular 
game fowl bloodline today. 
Some of the characteristics of 
a sweater fighting cocks, they 
are yellow legged, peacombed, 
high stationed, sleek body 
conformation and with their 
characteristic pumpkin-orange 
hackle feathers.  Sweater 
fighting cocks has a swarming 
offensive fighting style, they can 
kill their opponent in the air and 

ground.  Sweater bloodline was 
popularized in the Philippines 
to our local game fowl breeders 
by one of the famous breeder 
Carol NeSmith who won the 
International Derby, the World 
Slashers cup back to back 
champion.

The origin of Sweater 
game fowl is mired by so 
many versions, some even 
contradictory. However, 
it is commonly accepted 
that the sweater bloodline, 
as originated by Sweater 
McGinnis, is heavy on the 
Kelso blood with a yellow leg 
hatch. As of the present, the 
more well known Sweaters 
fighting cocks are those which 
come from the following 
breeder like Dink Fiar, Bruce 
Barnette, Nene Abello, Sonny 

Lagon, Atty. Jun Mendoza, Raffy 
Campos and Edwin Aranez, 
Bebot and Chionkee Uy, among 
many others.

Sweater are good to be cross 
breed with asil to produce a 
battle cock with all around 
fighting style from air to 
ground. The characteristics of 
asil game fowl are big headed, 
light-eyed, heavy boned, short 
and tight feathered and thickly 
shanked. Asil are very brainy 
and hardy, these game fowl 
use an off-beat fighting style 
which twits the aggressive type 
of gamefowl. Asil are accurate 
body hitters and smart side-
steppers to avoid being hit by 
their opponent. 

https://new-pressrelease.
blogspot.com/2014/ 

SWEATER 
ASIL 
CROSS 
BREEDING

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | FIGHTING COCK<<

3 Photo by: 
Las Lomas Gamefarm
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O
ctober up to the month 
of January is the ideal 
months to breed fighting 
cocks because within the 
range of that months the 
rain is not too much and 
besides that it is time 

to breed for the preparation in the next 
year stag derby like bakbakan, digmaan 
and other local stag derby like GFBAN 
and NGBA. The cross breeding of sweater 
to brown red game fowl is also an ideal 
and can result to battle crosses that can 
compete in modern derby. Sweater game 
fowl are winning breed, have excellent 
gameness and power that their relentless 
attacks simply overwhelm their opponent. 
Sweater game fowl are good in air; they 
can kill their opponent cock using their 
attack on the air.   When sweater game 
fowl is crossbreed with brown red it will 
produce a battle cock that is good on the 
air and at the same with speed and power 
and can kill the opponent cock on the 
ground.

The brown red game fowl are speedy 
game fowl and a multiple shuffler, a 
ground in fighter. Usually brown red 
game fowls are coming dark-legged, dark-
eyed and with characteristic black and 
burgundy feathering. The sweater brown 
red crosses is also good to cross breed 
with asil to improve their endurance and 
in order to have a 3-way battle cross with 
the characteristics of a defensive, smart, 
and speedy battle cross.

This breeding season I will breed a 
sweater to a brown red game fowl to 
produce a ½ sweater and ½ brown red. 
Next breeding season I will infuse asil to 
my ½ sweater and ½ brown red to produce 
a 3-way battle cross.

The breeding of game fowl is more on 
trial an error before you can have winning 
battle cross. This crosses of sweater and 
brown red is not perfect but I will try and 
see the result later if they can give me a 
higher winning percentage. 

https://new-pressrelease.blogspot.
com/2014/ 

SWEATER 
BROWN RED 
BATTLE CROSS 

>>CHICKEN THOUGHTS | FIGHTING COCK<<

3 Photo by: 
Christoval Ortiz Resendez Jr.
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briar creek gamefarm ruble hatch
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bobby small

johnny lopez

bolo cortez

ray baker

cesar perez

keith maze

roundhead kelso

cardinal radio

chocolate

johnny lopez
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M
  y name is Jonas Clayton Barnett I am 43 years old, the son 

of Cynthia Barnett and the Bruce Clayton Barnett.  Im a Teacher/Coach at 
Curry Middle School in Alabama. I’m married to my high school sweetheart 
Angela Barnett. We have a 6-year-old son Noah Clayton Barnett.  We live 
a simple life.  One thing I try to do is live by the words of the late Jimmy 
Valvano, “When people say to me, how do you get through life or each day? 
It is the same thing, to me; there are three things we all should do every 
day. We should do this every day of our lives. No. 1 is laugh. You should 
laugh every day. No. 2 is think. You should spend some time in thought. 
No. 3 is you should have your emotions moved to tears, could be happiness 
or joy. But think about it. If you laugh, you think and you cry, that’s a full 
day. That is a heckuva day.  You do that seven days a week; you’re going 
to have something special.” Now that dad has passed away I do this even 
more. My wife and I try to always make time family.  If anyone reading 
this takes anything for what I have said, love your family and friends.  We 
never know how much time we have with them.

If anyone reading this, takes anything for what I have said, 
love your family and friends.  We never know how much time 

we have with them.

B R U C E - J O N A S  B A R N E T T  G A M E F A R M

Jonas Clayton Barnett
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>> COVER INTERVIEW |  JONAS BARNETT <<

THE MAN. THE MYTH. THE LEGEND.

BRUCE BARNETT
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HIS LOVE FOR HIS FAMILY WAS 
TREMENDOUS.  HE ALWAYS WOULD 
MAKE SEVERAL TRIPS DOWN 
SOUTH TO SEE HIS SISTER DIANE, 
BROTHERS STANLEY AND TIMMY 
AND HIS MOTHER.

>> COVER STORY |  JONAS BARNETT <<

Mhar Delaben: 
TELL US ABOUT 
GROWING UP WITH 
THE FAMOUS BRUCE 
BARNETT?
Jonas Barnett: This 
question is really 
a funny question, 
because in my eyes 
he was always just 
dad to me.  I knew 
he had worked hard 
his whole life for 
everything he had.  
He worked 37 years 
at the Railroad and 
always worked with 
his game fowl.  He 
coached me and my 
brother in Toy bowl 
football.  One thing 
dad always did was 
instill values in me 
and my brother Jake 
Barnett.  He taught us 
to always work hard 
for what you want, 
respect others and 
never lie.  He always 
wanted me and my 
brother to have more 
than he had growing 
up. As a young boy you 
do understand that 
but now that I am a 
father I see it. I want 
more for my child just 
like dad did for us.  
His love for his family 
was tremendous.  He 
always would make 
several trips down 
south to see his 
sister Diane, brothers 
Stanley and Timmy 
and his mother.  One 
of his favorite things 
to do was to get 
together for a good 
Ole Shrimp Boil.  
Dad loved life and 
everyone he meet.  

They both worked for my 
father before he passed away.  
They have really stepped up 
and helped on the farm.  They 
help with the daily things like 
feeding, watering, and the 
entire farm running.   These 
guys are special to my family. 
They helped keep things going 
when dad was in the hospital 
fighting cancer.  He taught 

Mhar Delaben: HOW DID YOU 
MANAGE TO CONTINUE YOUR 
FATHER’S LEGACY? 
Jonas Barnett: A lot of prayer 
and a wonderful family and 
great support.  I would not be 
able to do what I am doing 
without Fredy Flores (Alabama 
Freyd on Facebook and 
Instagram) and Danny Cerezo 
(Danny Briar on Facebook).  

Jonas and wife Angela will celebrate their 22nd year wedding 
anniversary on June 2019 and 6 year old son Noah.

Father and son on the Cow Auction day.

Mr Bruce and jason campbell

Fredy Flores holding a stuart hatch
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>> COVER STORY |  JONAS BARNETT <<

both of them the way he bred 
and raised chickens. We are 
going to keep it going for as 
long as the good lord allows.  

Mhar Delaben: AT WHAT 
AGE DID YOU REALIZE THAT 
YOUR FATHER WAS A ROCK 
STAR IN THE GAME FOWL 
INDUSTRY?
Jonas Barnett: Again,as I said 
earlier he was always dad or 
Papa to us. However, when 
he passed away I believe that 
is really when it sank in how 
popular he was. The out pour 
of love, letters and messages 
we received from all over the 
world was amazing.  I have 
talked to lots of people and 
met many from countries. 
They all had nothing but 
wonderful things to say about 
my father.  Dad loved his 
family. All the people I meet 
still say he always would talk 
about how proud of both his 
boys he was, their wives and 
his grandchildren, Luke, Liz, 
John Kyle, Jude and Noah. 

Mhar Delaben: CAN YOU 
DESCRIBE YOUR FATHER TO US? 
Jonas Barnett: Growing up 
dad worked at the railroad.  
He  would come straight home 

and work with his birds.  It 
was after he retired that he 
was always about family.  Any 
chance he could get together 
with his brothers and sisters 
in South Alabama and cookout 
just to be with them.   He lived 
a full and wonderful life.  At the 
time of his death, I know that 
he was ready to reunite with his 
mother and father in heaven.  I 
miss him dearly, I have peace 
knowing that he is not suffering 
and not hurting anymore.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT ARE THE 
BLOODLINES THAT HE WAS 
ABLE TO PASS ON TO YOU?
Jonas Barnett: Of course his 
Sweaters and his 20 grand 
Kelso, Radio, Stuart Hatch, 
Gilmore Hatch, Grey (Roy 
Brady), White leg Kelso, 
Cardinal Club Kelso, and Lacy 
Roundhead.

Mhar Delaben: ANY SPECIAL 
MARKING OF A FAMILY THAT 
HE ENTRUSTED TO YOU?
Jonas Barnett: All are special 
because Dad and Newton 
Wade only breed and 
exchanged the best. They set 
the best in their families. Dad 
spent years on perfecting his 
families.

The legend Carol Nesmith and Jerry Adkins

JB and Cigra HuntThe late Bruce Barnett with Danny Cerezo marking chicks

Jonas Barnett with Bill Gunter and son
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Mhar Delaben: CAN YOU 
TELL US MORE ABOUT THE 
BREEDING PRACTICES HE 
HAS TAUGHT YOU?
Jonas Barnett: He taught 
me single mating line breed 
brood pens.  One thing dad 
did was always raise his 
babies with a momma hen 
where some people today 
use a brooder.  Dad believed 
that you got healthier babies 
when they are raised with a 
momma; I personally believe 
it keeps them calmer when 
they are out on the yard and 
the momma hen can call 
them up to her.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
IS THE GREATEST 
CHALLENGE OF A BREEDER 
DEALING WITH BUYERS IN 
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES?
Jonas Barnett: One of the 
biggest obstacles is the 
language barrier.  If not 
for Fredy Flores, it would 
be even harder.  Having 
someone that is bi-lingual 
is huge in this industry 
and foreign languages is 
something that is very 
intriguing to Fredy. He 
speaks English and Spanish 

coyotes and foxes away from 
your birds.
Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
ADVICE COULD YOU GIVE ON 
POINTING AND FEEDING?
Jonas Barnett: When it comes 
to feeding there are no right or 
wrong answers or types of feed, 
every person is different when it 
comes to feeding.  My dad had a 
certain mix that he would feed 
his birds and he liked it so we 
continue it today. Our feed we 
use has 22% pellets, 3 or 5-way 
scratch, 28% dog kibble, Calf 
Manna (like a vitamin), Pigeon 
Grit, Sunflower Seeds, Wheat 
Germ Oil(to help with dust) 
and Red Cell (Vitamin), and 
Oat Groats. When it comes to 

>> COVER STORY |  JONAS BARNETT <<

very fluently and knows 
several other languages.
Mhar Delaben: WHAT IS 
THE NEGATIVE SIDE OF A 
GAME FOWL BREEDER? 
Jonas Barnett: One of the 
negatives is the diseases 
and the predators you 
encounter when raising 
game fowl.  You have to 
have good pens for your 
birds to be in or a great 
guard dog to keep things, 
like hawks, owls, raccoons, 

Marking babies and vaccinating

WHEN IT COMES TO 
FEEDING THERE ARE 
NO RIGHT OR WRONG 
ANSWERS OR TYPES OF 
FEED, EVERY PERSON IS 
DIFFERENT WHEN IT COMES 
TO FEEDING.  MY DAD HAD 
A CERTAIN MIX THAT HE 
WOULD FEED HIS BIRDS 
AND HE LIKED IT SO WE 
CONTINUE IT TODAY.

Regular Grey brood stag

Stuart Hatch

Radio
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>> COVER STORY |  JONAS BARNETT <<

pointing, we just specialize in the 
brood fowl side of gamefowl.  
Mhar Delaben: HOW MANY 
TIMES DO YOU DEWORM YOUR 
FOWL AND WHAT SOLUTIONS 
ARE YOU USING?
Jonas Barnett: We deworm at 4-5 
weeks old when they are small. 
Then at 10 days after that then 
once a month. We use LA-200, 
which can be picked up at local 
Tractor Supply stores, and our 
worm pill we use is called Wormal.

Mhar Delaben: IS YOUR FAMILY 
SUPPORTING YOU ON THIS AND 
HOW DO YOU BALANCE YOUR 
FAMILY AND YOUR FARM?
Jonas Barnett: Yes, my wife is 
my biggest supporter, and she 

has always been.  Being the wife 
of a Football and softball coach is 
very tough.  I spend a lot of time 
away from my family coaching and 
at games so you have to have the 
support of a good wife.  I always say 
behind every good coach is a better 
wife.  My wife Angela of 21 years 
is my rock without her I would not 
know what to do.  My mother is also 
supporting me in this adventure.  
Both of them know that when I am 
at the farm I feel at peace, it’s like 
dad is walking with me with a hand 
on my should telling me your doing 
a fine job son keep it up.  He use to 
always tell me I raise these birds for 
you guys so ya’ll will have something 
an I tell people now he is still taking 
care of us and he is not even here. 

OUR FEED 
WE USE HAS 
22% PELLETS, 
3 OR 5-WAY 
SCRATCH, 
28% DOG 
KIBBLE, CALF 
MANNA (LIKE 
A VITAMIN), 
PIGEON GRIT, 
SUNFLOWER 
SEEDS, WHEAT 
GERM OIL(TO 
HELP WITH 
DUST) AND 
RED CELL 
(VITAMIN), AND 
OAT GROATS.

Stuart Hatch
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>> COVER STORY |  JONAS BARNETT <<

But I know in my heart he is always with 
me.
Mhar Delaben: IS THERE A PARTICULAR 
MENTOR OR PERSON THAT INSPIRES YOU 
TO BECOME WHO YOU ARE RIGHT NOW 
ASIDE FROM YOUR FATHER?
Jonas Barnett: Throughout my life I have had 
several people come in and out of my life that 
has helped me be the person I am, whether it 
was when I was a young high school football 
player my head coach Mike Bates instilled 
a good work ethic in me as well as my high 
school basketball coach Barry Peoples.  Later 
in life, Wayne Steadman was my boss where I 
worked and he was like another father figure 
to me.  In the chicken world so many have 
been willing to offer help to me from Jerry 
Atkins, Carol and Chris NeSmith, Jimbo Cox, 
Steve Landers, Allen Hines and the late Jason 
Campbell, they all have been supportive and 
have given me good advices through it all. I 
even hear from Sonny Lagon of Blue Blade 

Farm from time to 
time. My dad thought 
of him as another son. 
Mhar Delaben: HAVE 
YOU EXPERIENCED 
SOMEONE STEALING 
YOUR FOWL?
Jonas Barnett: If yes, 
how did you manage 
it?  I myself NO, and I 
hope we never have to 
experience it.  From the 
pictures in the articles, 
it boils down to having 
a great guardian dog 
and Bo is the best. We 
call him Big Money Boy. 
Once he had to go to 
the vet for 16 days and 
we lost 10-15 roosters 
during his absence 
due to hawks, and 
other varmints.  I have 
witnessed him catch a 
hawk trying to get our 
babies, he has caught 

I EVEN HEAR FROM 
ENGR. SONNY 
LAGON OF BLUE 
BLADE FARM FROM 
TIME TO TIME. MY 
DAD THOUGHT OF 
HIM AS ANOTHER 
SON.

20 Grand Kelso

Engr. Sonny Lagon of Blue 
Blade Gamefarm
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>> COVER STORY |  JONAS BARNETT <<

I believe five since we 
have had him and I 
am in the process of 
training his daughter 
now.  Dad did many 
years ago, but that is a 
story that Mama Sue 
would have to tell you! 
LOL.

Mhar Delaben: HOW 
DO YOU TRAIN YOUR 
ROOSTER ON A DAILY 
BASIS?
Jonas Barnett: I would 
not call what we do 
training we specialize 
in brood fowl. The 
main thing is quality 
not quantity.  If you 
take care of your birds 
with fresh water, clean 
jugs, good feed and 
good vitamins you will 
have a good product. 
Also stick to what you 
know, don’t try and 
raise to many different 
types of game fowl.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
VITAMINS DO YOU 
NORMALLY USE ON 
YOUR FARM?
Jonas Barnett: We use 
Wheat germ oil and 
Red Cell in our feed. 
When they are babies 
we use different 
things, Vitamins and 
Electrolytes, Probiotics 
in the water as well as 
Vitamin E. If they do 
not need it we keep 
it natural the biggest 
thing is clean jugs. 
For Coccidia  we use 

be your own person, get you some gamefowl 
work hard with them and make them your own.  
Quality over quantity any day of the week, you 
have to remember to really stay on top of your 
birds, looking for colds and other things they 
come down with and keep your water jugs clean 
and disinfected.  Work hard, be honest and 
always have good help.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT CAN YOU SAY ABOUT 
THIS NEW DIGITAL MAGAZINE PUREBRED 
WARRIOR?
Jonas Barnett: I think it is awesome what you 
are doing getting peoples stories out there 
and in today’s world, everything is online and 
digital.  I look forward to seeing the article 
and many more different game fowl breeders 
in the months and years to come.  God Bless 
and Thank you for considering me for your 
magazine. 

From left to right: Timmy Barnett, Jonas Barnett and the legend Fredy Flores.

Fredy Flores on the left and Danny Cerezon on the right vaccinating a bunch of 
chicks this season.

I HAVE DISCUSSED PLANS WITH MY FAMILY 
AND I WOULD LIKE TO CONTINUE TO RAISE 
AND GROW MY DAD’S FOWL AND KEEP THE 
NAME BRUCE BARNETT CEMENTED IN THE 
GAME FOWL INDUSTRY.

amprol and Textroxi 
25.
Mhar Delaben: DO 
YOU HAVE ANY 
FUTURE PLANS OR 
ARE YOUR PREPARING 
FOR SOMETHING ON 
THE COMING YEARS 
OR SO?
Jonas Barnett: I 
am going to try to 
continue teaching and 
coaching as well as 
raise game fowl, I have 
13 years teaching and 
17 coaching.  As long 
as the good lord lets 
me do both I will.  I 
have discussed plans 
with my family and I 
would like to continue 
to raise and grow my 
dad’s fowl and keep the 
name Bruce Barnett 
cemented in the 
Game Fowl industry.  
This past year I went 
to California to the 
California Association 
for the Preservation 
of Gamefowl and 
received a plaque in 
my dad’s honor and it 
was wonderful to meet 
all the fine people out 
there that had nothing 
but kind words about 
my father.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
ADVICE COULD YOU 
GIVE TO THOSE WHO 
JUST STARTING 
BREEDING GAME 
FOWLS?
Jonas Barnett: Do not 
try to be someone else, 
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Mike lareos
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Mike lareos

Mike lareos

P-nut porterfield

beno reyes

rafael nathaniel davidnava norfael

pure klso
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I
 am Cyndel Robinson, 30 years of age and I was born 

and raised here in Lawrence County Alabama and where our farm 
located my husband and I have our farm. I have first introduced 
to gamefowl at a very young age my best friends father had them 
I was probably 7 or 8 the first time I got to go to a hack fight with 
them and I’ve kinda been hooked ever since. I’m a welder by trade 
and do still work sometimes but of course, our goal is to just be 
doing the farm in the near future. We have several bloodlines we 
raise our Greys, toppies, sweaters, hatch, and Kelso. As far a motto 
I’d say be honest and fair to everyone have faith in God and good 
things will always come your way.

Being honest and fair to everyone will surely put good things 
in proper places, while at the same time have your faith in 

God for He can do the impossible things for you.

B O N E Y A R D  G A M E F A R M

Cyndel Robinson
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CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM

“IT’S A 
REALLY BUSY 

LIFESTYLE 
BUT I REALLY 
ENJOY IT. IT’S 

LIKE MOST 
THINGS IF 

YOU ARE NOT 
PREPARED TO 
PUT THE TIME 

AND WORK 
INTO IT YOU 

WILL NOT BE 
SUCCESSFUL.”

~ CYNDEL 
ROBINSON
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Mhar Delaben: WHERE IT ALL 
STARTED BREEDING GAMEFOWL?
Cyndel Robinson: When Anthony 
and I first started dating we stopped 
by a friend of his house and he asks 
Anthony to cut a rooster’s spurs for 
him because he was going to take the 
bird to a hack and Anthony could cut 
them without making them bleed so 
when we left I started asking Anthony 
what he knew about gamefowl and he 
told me he had them most of his life.

Mhar Delaben: TELL US 
ABOUT HOW YOU LIVED 
YOUR LIFE AS A GAME 
FARM OWNER, BREEDER 
AND A COCKER?
Cyndel Robinson: It’s a 
really busy lifestyle but 
I really enjoy it. It’s like 
most things if you are not 
prepared to put the time 
and work into it you will 
not be successful.

Mhar Delaben: HOW 
DID YOU GET INTO THIS 
SPORT?
Cyndel Robinson: My best 
friends father had game 
fowl when I was a little kid 
and I always loved going 
to fights and feeding and 
stuff so I guess I kinda 
really wanted to have 
my own even at the very 
young age.

CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM
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ALL 
MEDICATIONS 
WE USE ON 
OUR FARM ARE 
EXCELLENCE 
BRAND PRODUCTS 
FROM THE 
PHILIPPINES.

CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM

Mhar Delaben: HOW DO YOU 
MANAGE YOUR FARM AND 
GAMEFOWL EFFECTIVELY?
Cyndel Robinson: The number 
one rule in my opinion is 
health so never try and raise 
more than you can properly 
take care of as far as managing 
that you just have to stay on 
top of things and have good 
medication for them and know 
what to look for when you are 

making your daily rounds 
don’t just throw some feed 
and move on go slow enough 
to see how the bird acts when 
the feed hits the ground.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT ARE 
YOUR BEST PERFORMING 
BLOODLINES AND HOW 
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE 
EACH OF THEIR ABILITY?
Cyndel Robinson: I don’t feel 
like we have a one certain 
best performing bloodline we 
raise different ones to meet 
different customers needs. 

Sweater and Kelso can be 
shown pure or crossed in LK 
and Sk. Toppies hatch and 
greys are more for SK and 
Gaff and we cross the greys to 
sweater and Kelso and they 
can be shown in any of the 3.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT Mhar 
Delaben: SUPPLEMENTS OR 
ENHANCERS DO YOU USE 
DURING THE KEEP?
All medications we use on 
our farm are excellence brand 
products from the Philippines.
Mhar Delaben: WHAT WERE 
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CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM

YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGES 
DEALING WITH THIS FARM 
AND FOWLS?
Cyndel Robinson: Coccidiosis 
was our biggest challenge 
back when we first started 
trying to raise larger 
quantities of our fowl there 
are definitely lots of good 
products on the market but 
we personally use the TPOX 48 
from excellence and it works 
great for us.

Mhar Delaben: HOW 

SYSTEMATIC ARE YOU 
WHEN IT COMES TO 
RECORDING?
Cyndel Robinson: We stay 
on top of record keeping. Not 
just our markings but we write 
down the exact amount of each 
bloodline we hatch off and then 
keep the calendar dates that 
each batch is hatched because 
we vaccinate we won’t sell any 
fowl that are under 10 months 
of age because live virus 
vaccines can spread disease to 
unvaccinated fowl up to about 9 

months of age.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT IS THE 
NEGATIVE SIDE OF ALL OF 
THIS?
Cyndel Robinson: The 
only negative thing or real 
disappointment when you 
are first starting out raising 
large quantities of chicks 
you are going to have lots of 
mortality some from diseases 
some from overcrowding 
some from getting smashed so 
just prepare yourself to deal 
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CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM
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with that until you get a 
process set up that works 
for you and your farm.

Mhar Delaben: HOW 
YOU TRAIN YOUR 
ROOSTER ON A DAILY 
BASIS?
Cyndel Robinson: If 
there in the keep I like to 
fly them run them and 
roll them to there back.

Mhar Delaben: ARE 
THERE ANY INTRUDERS 
ON YOUR FARM 
AND DESTROY ANY 
PROPERTIES YOU HAVE?
Cyndel Robinson: We 
have an occasional owl 
that will try and get a bird 
on the tie cord from time 
to time but the camera 
system and the dogs we 
have in each yard take care 
of everything else.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
IS THE GREATEST 
CHALLENGE OF A 
BREEDER?
Cyndel Robinson: I 
would say make sure you 
have quality fowl that fit 
your needs to start with.

Mhar Delaben: 
WHO INFLUENCED 
YOU TO BECOME 
A COMPETITIVE 
INDIVIDUAL IN THIS 
INDUSTRY?
Cyndel Robinson: As far 
as selling our fowl as a 
business our good friend 
Manny Berbano.
Mhar Delaben: WHAT’S 

CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM
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when you’re successful you 
just have to overlook it and 
move on.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
BEDDING DO YOU PREFER 
FOR YOUR FOWL AS A DAILY 
SCRATCH?
I like using alfalfa hay

Mhar Delaben: WHAT IS 
YOUR FEEDING PROGRAM 
CONSIST OF?
Cyndel Robinson: Clean high 
protein grains throughout a 
keep switched to a carb loading 
at the end.

Mhar Delaben: WHERE DO 
MOST OF YOUR FOWL GO 
EACH SEASON?
Cyndel Robinson: Half our 
fowl are sold here in the states 
and the other half is split 

up between the Philippines 
Cambodia Vietnam and Mexico.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE TO 
THOSE WHO JUST STARTING 
BREEDING CHICKEN?
Start out slow get good quality 
breeding material and only start 
with a couple of bloodlines then 
if you’re really passionate about 
it grow from there.

Mhar Delaben: DOES THIS 
NEW DIGITAL MAGAZINE 
Mhar Delaben: PUREBRED 
WARRIOR A HELP FOR YOU?
Cyndel Robinson: Yes we 
really enjoy the magazine 
and it’s something you always 
have with you if you have a 
smartphone and a few free 
minutes you can look at it no 
matter where you are. 

WE STAY ON TOP OF 
RECORD KEEPING. 
NOT JUST OUR 
MARKINGS BUT WE 
WRITE DOWN THE 
EXACT AMOUNT OF 
EACH BLOODLINE 
WE HATCH OFF AND 
THEN KEEP THE 
CALENDAR DATES 
THAT EACH BATCH IS 
HATCHED.

YOUR THOUGHT ABOUT 
THIS JEALOUSY ROAMING 
AROUND SOCIAL MEDIA?
Cyndel Robinson: There is 
always going to be people that 
hate on you and put you down 

CYNDEL ROBINSON | BONEYARD GAMEFARM
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I hope I can pass on my cockfighting legacy to one of my children 
since this industry moved my life in a good way and I believe the 

same thing for them.

B G T  G A M E F A R M

A
s a breeder I can say that I am one of the most 

approachable, well in fact most of my families and friends do 
easily acquire my birds for free or even some people I don’t even 
know off for the simple reason that I see myself to them, while 
today I am focused on supporting small time breeders. As a 
father, I am very strict with my children since I don’t want them 
to grow lazy but ultimately I hope I can pass on my cockfighting 
legacy to one of them since this industry moved my life in a 
good way and I believe the same thing for them. 

Bernandino Tacoy
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Bernandino Tacoy

BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM

“WITH MY INTENTIONS OF 
UNENDING LEARNING I HAVE MADE 
IT A POINT TO READ COCKFIGHTING 
MATERIALS LIKE ‘GRIT AND STEEL’ 
AND FROM THERE I HAVE LEARNED 
ABOUT LINE BREEDING.”
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Neroe Lee: YOUR STORY ABOUT 
THE ORIGINS OF ORMOC GOLD IS 
ALREADY THE STUFF OF BERNIE 
TACOY: LEGEND BUT WOULD YOU 
TELL US AGAIN IN YOUR VIVID 
MEMORY OF HOW YOU HAPPEN TO 
HAVE THIS “GOLD MINE”.?
Bernie Tacoy: After I graduated college 
as a Mechanical Engineer I went home 
to my uncle to basically work with 
him in his business. My uncle luckily 
happens to be a passionate Sabungero 
so every Sunday we go together to 
fight in our local cockpit and I was 
his ‘kicker’. One day a friend of him 
from Cebu who usually competes in 
derbies brought a Gold rooster locally 
known as Caviara that later on won at 
“Valencia Sports Center’’ in stunning 
fashion to the crowd’s complete 
amazement. After winning my uncle 
requested that the winning rooster 
should stay but his friend refused and 
instead he offered to send pullets of 

BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM

Neroe Lee: TELL 
US A BRIEF STORY 
ABOUT YOUR LIFE 
BACK THEN WHEN 
YOU WERE JUST 
STARTING? 
Bernie Tacoy: 
Actually, I started very 
early in cockfighting 
but it was my Hennies 
1st that curved a 
name for me. Your 
Bernie Tacoy back 
then was a simple 
“kicker” or simply 
the guy who does 
all the hard work 
from cleaning bird 
droppings, feeding, 
untying the gaffs 
and all related to 
it. I have endured 
everything I could 
for the reason I want 
to learn and I have 
persevered until I have 
reached the pinnacle 
of my career. 

Neroe Lee: ANY 
MEMORABLE 
MOMENTS YOU CAN 
RECALL? 
Bernie Tacoy: One of 
the most memorable 
vivid moments in my 
life is when I and my 
wife used to sleep in our 
modest “Bahay Kubo” (a 
small house) with the 
stars panoramic view 
due to our unfinished 
roof but who would 
have thought that 
under our house lies 
a pair of Gold Mine. 
Beneath us was a gold 
pullet and an imported 
winner, Johnnie Jumper 
Kelso, that later on 
produced offspring’s 
that garnered 13 
consecutive wins under 
two breeding batches 
and from there The 
Legend of Ormoc Gold 
was born!
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the same kind and pledge to 
give the winning rooster if he 
wins again. Two Gold pullets 
were sent and I can vividly 
recall they were straight 
comb, small birds and their 
heads with a dash of black 
colour while their legs slightly 
yellow-green looking but 
according to the handler 
Mr.Noel Rosco, he suggests 
not to breed them since he 
thinks they are native or 
of low classes. One Sunday 
after all the birds fought 
to lose that day they come 
home looking for some 
appetizer to go along with 
some cold beer and decided 
that those two Gold pullets 
are to be slaughtered, so I 
made a bargain to replace 
them and instantaneously 
went home to fetch some 

replacement but I have to 
climb a tree to get them. 
When I came back one was 
already dressed and the other 
one about to be slaughtered 
with neck fully prepared 
but luckily my future was 
then saved. At that time my 
uncle was able to acquire 
some imported birds and 
one of those is a pea-comb 
white legged Johnny Jumper 
Kelso who won impressively 
when we fought him but 
sustained an injury that left 
him unable to fight again so 
I went home nurse the bird 
and after kept him under my 
house together with the lone 
Gold hen. In two batches the 
pair had 14 male offspring’s 
with 13 of them winning and 
only a single lost, from here I 
say the rest was history.

BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM
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Neroe Lee: WHAT 
SUPPLEMENTS OR 
ENHANCERS DO YOU USE 
DURING THE KEEP?
Bernie Tacoy: I use Bexan 
twice a month on my corded 
birds while in conditioning 
I don’t use too much since I 
believe in a natural method 
so I just give them b12 
injection every 10 days and 
9 days before when the fight 
nears while the last b12 
dosage usually given is 3 days 
before the fight.

 
Neroe Lee: WHAT 
WERE YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGES DEALING 
WITH THIS FARM AND 
FOWLS?
Bernie Tacoy: In 2013 my 

Neroe Lee: AS A 
THUNDERBIRD 
NATIONAL 
ENDORSER AND 
FRANKLY A ROCK 
STAR IN SABONG 
WHAT ARE THE 
CHALLENGES YOU 
FACE DAY BY DAY 
WITH THE STARDOM 
ATTACH TO YOUR 
NAME?
Bernie Tacoy: The 
challenge is for 
me to maintain 
my Thunderbird 
endorsement 
status and keep my 
competitiveness at the 
highest level.

 
Neroe Lee: YOUR 
ORMOC GOLD 
BLOODLINE NOW 
CAN BE CONSIDERED 
AS AN INSTITUTION 

BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM

STAY HUMBLE 
AND NEVER 
FORGET 
WHERE YOU 
CAME FROM, 
DO YOUR 
BEST IN ANY 
ENDEAVOUR 
YOU ARE UP 
TOO BECAUSE 
THE ROAD IS 
MOSTLY FULL 
OF POTHOLES 
UNTIL YOU 
REACH THE 
DESTINATION 
YOU ARE 
LOOKING FOR.

ITSELF WHAT ARE THE 
WAYS YOU DO TO MAKE 
SURE THEY PERFORM AS 
ADVERTISED?
Bernie Tacoy: With my 
intentions of unending 
learning I have made it a 
point to read cockfighting 
materials like ‘grit and 
steel’ and from there I have 
learned about line breeding, 
so what I did is to introduce 
the most capable male 
progeny to his mother and 
chose the best pullet to 
breed back to his father 
until I did the method 
numerous times before 
breeding them into each 
other creating sub-families 
that until today produces 
vigorous results for me.

Neroe Lee: YOU ARE 
WIDELY KNOWN IN THE 
INDUSTRY AS A “SELF-
MADE” MAN WHAT ARE 
THE REASONS YOU MADE 
IT THIS FAR AND WHAT 
COULD WE LEARN FROM 
YOUR STORY?
Bernie Tacoy: Stay humble 
and never forget where you 
came from, do your best 
in any endeavour you are 
up too because the road is 
mostly full of potholes until 
you reach the destination 
you are looking for.

 
Neroe Lee: HOW DO YOU 
MANAGE YOUR FARM AND 
GAMEFOWL EFFECTIVELY?
Bernie Tacoy: I have 
returned to my old winning 
ways and again became a 
hands-on breeder since I 
have realized that no one can 
surpass the care of an owner 
or should I say finding the 
right person with care and 
affection equal to mine is 
very hard.
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BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM

Hometown was hit hard by 
Typhoon Hainan or infamously 
known as Yolanda. It was 
the most painful part of my 
career since I have kept more 
than 800 aces in one of my 
farms with most turned out 
as casualties while around 
the same quantity were 
decimated by the storm in 
my main farm. At that point I 
only have some of my personal 
lines safe under my basement 
but for the 1st time it came 
to my mind to stop breeding 
since I was really devastated 
so I decided to fight all that is 
left but to my surprise I was 
winning almost all derbies we 

have joined so it was 
clear to me that my 
affair with Sabong is 
irrevocable.

 
Neroe Lee: HOW 
SYSTEMATIC ARE 
YOU WHEN IT COMES 
TO RECORDING? 
Bernie Tacoy: Today 
again I am hands-
on inbreeding so I 
make sure all is done 
the right way down 
to every little detail. 
I am very strict in 
recording and I don’t 
take chances since it 
may break my lines 
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BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM

IN MY OWN 
OPINION THERE IS 
A BIG ADVANTAGE 
GAFFING YOUR 
OWN BIRD MUCH 
MORE WHEN YOU 
ARE THE ONE WHO 
BETS BECAUSE 
YOU KNOW THE 
FIGHTING STYLE 
OF YOUR BIRD 
AND EVERY EACH 
GAFFER HAS THEIR 
OWN PREFERENCE

without proper recording, 
I mark all my purebreds 
with single mark and all 
my markings are properly 
recorded in a book so 
I can have them trace 
easily.

 
Neroe Lee: AS AN 
INNOVATOR AREN’T YOU 
TEMPTED TO VENTURE 
IN MORE BREEDING 
EXPERIMENTS? 
Bernie Tacoy: I must 
admit I am fond of it 
since I use to cross my 
birds in 3-way crosses 
and from there I chose 
which specimen carries 
the same style of my 
signature lines. My Ormoc 
Golds are very versatile 
they do not resist 
infusion hence I am very 
successful in producing 
crosses.

Neroe Lee: HOW YOU TRAIN 
YOUR ROOSTER ON A DAILY 
BASIS? 
Bernie Tacoy: I use the 
rotation method most of the 
time and sparring sessions.

Neroe Lee: AS A GAFFER, 
YOURSELF CAN YOU DISCUSS 
ADVANTAGES HAVING TO TIE 
YOUR OWN BIRDS?
Bernie Tacoy:  Going back 
when I was just a ‘kicker’ 
(helper) with my uncle’s team I 
was assigned to do everything 
and one of them is to help 
hold the birds during gaffing 
and untie them after the fight. 
Before I became a breeder I 
was actually a gaffer and I 
have learned it painstakingly 
1st by counting how many times 
the gaffer has tied the ropes and 
how he basically did the art, 
then eventually I have learned 
to become a decent gaffer. In 
my own opinion there is a big 
advantage gaffing your own bird 
much more when you are the 
one who bets because you know 
the fighting style of your bird and 
every each gaffer has their own 
preference i.e. when a bird is a 

Photo by: Dennis C. Osting
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BERNIE TACOY | BGT GAMEFARM

bottom fighter and has a short 
shank I usually put a regular 
sized knife or a little bit shorter 
than the usual but when 
birds is high flyer it should be 
regular or slightly longer.

 
Neroe Lee: WHAT IS THE 
GREATEST CHALLENGE OF A 
BREEDER?
Bernie Tacoy: The greatest 
challenge is how to maintain 
your lines for the longest 
period of time and at the 
same time winning in high 
percentage. 

 
Neroe Lee: WHO INFLUENCED 
YOU TO BECOME A 
COMPETITIVE INDIVIDUAL IN 
THIS INDUSTRY? 
Bernie Tacoy: My grandfather 
who used to bring me in 
“Tupadas”, I believe my cocking 
intuition matured the earliest 
having raised around a cocking 
family. 

Neroe Lee: HAVING BEEN 
INFAMOUSLY A VICTIM 
OF FAKE SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACCOUNTS WHAT ARE YOUR 
ADVICE TO OUR BREEDERS 
AND ENTHUSIAST ALIKE? 
Bernie Tacoy: I advise 

buyers to come 
personally whenever 
you buy materials so 
you can choose what 
you truly want base on 
your specifications and 
standards. As per my side, 
ideally, I don’t sell if buyers 
don’t come personally 
since I want them satisfied 
or they should find 
someone on behalf of them 
to come and visit my farm 
personally.

Neroe Lee: CAN YOU 
DISCUSS YOUR PRINCIPLE 
IN COCKFIGHTING? 
Bernie Tacoy: To me, it 
is not only gambling or 
business since it is all in 
one sport.

 
Neroe Lee: WHAT IS 
YOUR FEEDING PROGRAM 
CONSISTING OF? 
Bernie Tacoy: I am more 
on concentrate base feeding, 
I keep it at 80 per cent of 
my feed while platinum 
power pellets are kept at 
20% during the conditioning. 
The feeding change should 
always be done slowly and 
the transition ideally should 

last more than a month.
Where do most of your fowl 

go each season? Most of my 
birds go to my Malaysian 
buyers since they pay a 
premium for what they 
believe are quality fowls, 
while others go to some 
people that randomly come 
asking for help so they can 
start breeding. A portion of my 
produce goes to some walk-in 
buyers since I want them to 
pick what they want. Honestly, 
I don’t need more buyers 
since I have enough who pays 
decently for what I give them 
in return.

 
Neroe Lee: WITH THE 
ADVENT OF STAG FIGHTING 
WHAT TRICK OR TIPS YOU 
CAN SHARE SO OUR READERS 
CAN BE ONE STEP AHEAD? 
Bernie Tacoy:  Keep them 
comfortable and less stress, 
make them used to crowd 
noises. To summarize make 
them familiarized of what they 
will face-off in the pit and the 
scenarios that may go with it.

 
Neroe Lee: WHAT’S YOUR 
ADVICE TO THOSE WHO ARE 
JUST STARTING BREEDING 
CHICKEN?
Bernie Tacoy: Be honest and 
start it right you can never go 
wrong with this simple advise 
it will take you further than 
you thought if you take it by 
heart.

 
Neroe Lee: DOES THIS 
NEW DIGITAL MAGAZINE 
PUREBRED WARRIOR A HELP 
FOR YOU?
Bernie Tacoy: The world is 
evolving into digital and change 
is the only constant thing in this 
world, I would say it is a big help 
for the industry as a whole for 
its continuity in the future. 
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“No good will ever come out from the bad stuff. if you do good, the 
good gets back to you and if you do bad, don’t expect good things 

come your way.”

J R O C  F A R M ,  A L M A  G E O R G I A

I
 started with gamefowl at the age of 8 or 9 I think. 

My uncle gave me a rooster and 12 hens, I messed with them 
like a kid, then at the age of 12, I meet a few people that showed 
birds in a derby and I realised that hey! there’s more to this thing! 
It looks to me as an art form of breeding, conditioning, handling 
and then I meet this man Mr Franklin Mullis, my mentor.

I started by getting gamebirds from where I could possibly get 
is from different farms, walks around our house or buying 2 birds 
every now and then for 20 to 25 dollars. When Mr Mullis saw that 
I was so serious about it. I was whipping some of the older guys 
with these yard breed game birds that I had. Surprisingly, Mr 
Mullis started giving me some of his good breed stock to which 
I still have some of that fowl as of today. He showed me how the 
way he breeds them, pretty much got me off on the right foot.

Luke Jarrard
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“NO GOOD 
WILL EVER 
COME OUT 
FROM THE 
BAD STUFF. IF 
YOU DO GOOD, 
THE GOOD 
GETS BACK TO 
YOU AND IF 
YOU DO BAD, 
DON’T EXPECT 
GOOD THINGS 
COME YOUR 
WAY.”
LUKE 
JARRARD

Luke Jarrard

LUKE JARRARD | JROC FARM
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my slack when he gets home 
from school. As usual, I’ll go 
straight to my work when 
my son gets in. I am blessed 
to have 3 yards for my fowls 
at different locations, this 
way they’re spread out rather 
than have a thousand birds 
on one place. We have about 
600 heads here and the other 
yards have about the same 
amount including brood, 
babies, and show birds. I 
also have blood banks in 
other states where my best 
bloodline is on other farms in 
case of the catastrophic event 
may occur like hurricane and 
tornado and if ever to lose 
all my stock in a particular 
place, I still have my same 
bloodline on a safe place 
back in just a few days ready 
to breed again.

Mhar Delaben: THAT’S 
VERY INTERESTING YOU’VE 
SAID ABOUT ALL OF THIS 
LUKE. LUKE JARRARD: 
NOW, WHAT CAN YOU SAY 
ABOUT THIS JEALOUSY IN 
THIS INDUSTRY?
Luke Jarrard: My thoughts on 
jealous people, I don’t think 
much of it literally. I think 
we should all support each 
other as the old timers do, 

Hence, my operation 
turned into a full-time 
job that took me a 
minimum of 6 people to 
run it. We normally do 
all the things here with 
my boys and I am so 
blessed to have friends 
who happen to have 
outstanding game-fowls.

I usually take care of 
the baby chickens when 
I get off from my day job 
and then at 3 am I would 
start picking up some 
eggs on the farm, feed 
broodstock and then 
get a couple of hours 
sleep, woke up and mess 

LUKE JARRARD | JROC FARM

with a few cocks at the cock 
house. Then back feeding the 
yard and I’ll do some things 
whatever else time allows me 
for the day. If I ran short on 
time, my son would pick up 
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this is a gentleman’s sport 
if you can’t respect that 
and can’t support your 
brothers you need to find 
something else. This sport 
has enough challenges as 
it is 90% of chicken people 
are awesome than the 
other 10% are not even 
worth calling themselves 
as gamefowl people, this 
is my only my views and 
opinion on dealing jealous 
issue.

On the side note, here’s 
a couple of good old time 
things to remember! 

No good will ever come 
from bad stuff, if you do 
good you will receive good 
and if you do bad don’t be 
surprised when bad things 
come your way!

If a person doesn’t like 
their situation and you 
do what you have always 
done, you will always 
get what you always 
wanted, so keep doing 
the same things and 
expect the same, if you 
want different results, 
get close to the people 
you wanted to be and let 
them help you. Don’t be 
afraid to change.

Mhar Delaben: TELL 
US ABOUT YOUR BEST 
BLOODLINE?
Luke Jarrard: As most 
folks know about my 
signature line. Firstly, that 
would be my 60sec Kelso 
and second to that is my 
old Machine Line Cardinal 
Club Kelso. I had them 
for more than 25yrs now 
and I always produce 80% 
of my winnings every 
year in any weapons for 
many years. I do have lots 
of lines that I raise for 
different folks all over the 
world and whatever they 
may be they should always 
produce 70% of winnings 
and be better otherwise 
they will have to go out of 
my program, so if I have 
it, you know the real deal. 
I’ve been blessed to breed, 
raised, and produced 
winning gamefowls ever. 
I think you should always 
have your fowls fitted in 
any weapons as possible 
when legal. Never thought 
that I could able to say 
that but I am truly blessed 
to have it that way, I’m 
very happy and always 
thank the Lord above.

LUKE JARRARD | JROC FARM

“IF SOMEONE JUST 
STARTED OUT, THE BEST 
ADVICE THAT I CAN GIVE 
IS TO REACH ME AND 
CONTACT ME AND GET ONE 
OF MY BOOKS, THAT’S IT!”
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Mhar Delaben: IS THERE PARTICULAR 
QUESTIONS THAT ANYONE COULD 
ASK YOU ABOUT?
Luke Jarrard: Here’s the thing I get 
asked all the time about conditioning 
fowl, Well it’s the simple best care you 
can give them 365 days a year that’s 
the most important thing! But some of 
my friends say that I’m crazy, I got a 
program for my brood fowl cocks and 
hens before breeding season. Every 
year I condition the cocks just like we 
use to do for going to derby when it 
was legal and I do the hen’s same way 
rotating them, scratch them, give all 
the meds before breeding starts and 
even spar a few hens!

A general health check and then 
they’re ready for breeding. I fly the 
cocks start at 10 flys all the way up to 
100 flys, run them by hand the same 
way I give to the cocks and a few drops 
of red cell to get them moving and 
the hens I start on with Bulldozer De 

“IF SOMEONE JUST 
STARTED OUT, THE 
BEST ADVICE THAT 
I CAN GIVE IS TO 
REACH ME AND 
CONTACT ME AND 
GET ONE OF MY 
BOOKS, THAT’S IT!”

LUKE JARRARD | JROC FARM
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each year’s marks bands etc.
I back it up onto flash drive 

so I should be able to keep 
everything no matter what and 
my friend has a copy of last 
5yrs of breeding and book of 
broodstock just in case I die 
and so my son will know what 
to do. It also has a direction 
for him and how I want things 
to get done after my work is 
finished here on earth!

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
ADVISE WOULD YOU GIVE TO 
THOSE WHO JUST STARTED 
BREEDING?
Luke Jarrard: If someone just 
started out, the best advice 
that I can give is to reach 
me and contact me and get 
one of my books, that’s it! , it 
has detailed information for 

Gallos, 2 weeks before breeding 
2 capsules in a gallon of water 
and give them twice a week, 
this method has given me a 
really high hatch rate last 3yrs.

Mhar Delaben: HOW DO YOU 
KEEP A RECORD OF YOUR 
FOWL?
Luke Jarrard: I kept records 
in several ways: Marking toes, 
bands, wing and leg band but 
the most important thing is 
this I learned years ago to 
keep 3 different record books 
in 3 different places because 
one of my friends cock house 
burnt up and he lost all of his 
information we knew most 
of the marks and all of the 
broodstock but the young 
chickens running the range 
we only knew few of the old 
marks so ever since I am 
keeping 3 books in three places 
after breeding season I give 
one copy to a good friend of 
mine to keep just in case I die, 
or house burns etc. and on the 
other two, one is my old book 
got 10 plus years of breeding 
the other book is of just my 
Kelso fowl and breeding 
records for them, and another 
thing I made me a little deal 
on the computer that I can put 

all cockers no matter what 
experience they may have. 
It saves them thousands of 
dollars and years of trial and 
error, there’s over 100 yrs 
experience in it. They really 
need to acquire the best birds 
they can as possible, but most 
importantly get the bloodlines 
you like then see how good 
you can make them no matter 
where they came from. Find 
good people that can help you 
and don’t expect everything for 
anything the more you help, 
the more help you can get. I’m 
telling you how many birds I’ve 
worked for through the years 
from guys that don’t sell birds 
but they always need help just 
remember that and good luck 
I’m always available to help in 
any way I can. 

LUKE JARRARD | JROC FARM
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dre redcliff gamefarm hatch
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el killo Pena

el killo Pena

ferdie nand david

beno reyes

daniel gabriel pinedagallo de oro carrillo

white hackle

cecil davis kelso
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Proudly I have raised a loving family while enjoying my passion 
together with them.

R L  W A R H O R S E  P A N I N A P  F A R M

I
 would say I am a simple person who admires 

the beauty of the sport and a family man who values the true 
essence of Sabong more than the gambling aspect of it. Proudly 
I have raised a loving family while enjoying my passion together 
with them. 

Oliver Osorio
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“NO GOOD WILL 
EVER COME OUT 
FROM THE BAD 
STUFF. IF YOU DO 
GOOD, THE GOOD 
GETS BACK TO 
YOU AND IF YOU 
DO BAD, DON’T 
EXPECT GOOD 
THINGS COME 
YOUR WAY.”

OLIVER OSORIO | RL WARHORSE PANINAP FARM
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Neroe Lee: TELL US A BRIEF 
STORY ABOUT YOUR LIFE 
BACK THEN WHEN YOU 
WERE JUST STARTING?
Oliver Osorio: I am a former 
bank employee, who loves 
gamefowls and the people 
around the hobby. I started 
young with the influence 
of my dad who also is an 
aficionado and he taught 
me the values and principle 
that to this day I still carry 
in me.

Neroe Lee: ANY 
MEMORABLE MOMENTS 
YOU CAN RECALL? 
Oliver Osorio: Every fight 
is a memorable moment, 
as to how I handle myself 
is what makes me proud. 
Winning the BNTV Cup in 
Araneta on its first year 
comes to mind! To this day 
I still savour the winning 
moments as if reminding 
me that there is more to 
conquer and from here I 
am just starting my own 
conquest.

Neroe Lee: FROM A 
FACEBOOK SABONG 
INFLUENCER TO A 
TRUE TO LIFE SABONG 
CHAMPION WHAT IS 
DOES IT LIKE TO RISE 
ABOVE? HOW IS THE 
JOURNEY?
Oliver Osorio: With my 
financer and partner 

Ronnie Lacsina, it’s a rough 
and tumble ride but I am 
enjoying the journey. Frankly 
speaking I am still a “work 
in progress” and that is the 
mindset that keeps me going 
the extra mile, I do believe 
every day we will have to learn 
not only from our winning 
ways but also from lessons 
learned above the pit since 
what lies ahead in this ever 
challenging sport we are in 
is always a mystery. To most, 
they consider me one of 

the most popular personas 
in social media from my 
unorthodox style of presenting 
my birds and pioneering raffles 
that I believe set the gold 
standard today but all these 
are nothing if I won’t uphold 
one of my principles that I 
would “Sell the best and fight 
the rest “ 

Neroe Lee: BEING UNDER 
THE LIMELIGHT OF SOCIAL 
MEDIA WHAT IS IT LIKE TO 
BE WATCHED BY PEOPLE IN 

OLIVER OSORIO | RL WARHORSE PANINAP FARM
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EVERY MOVE YOU 
MAKE? HOW DO 
YOU KEEP YOURSELF 
GROUNDED BY YOUR 
PRINCIPLE?
Oliver Osorio: I always 
tell myself, I am ONCE 
A BEGINNER Treat 
everyone with respect. 
Enjoy the sport and 
teach THOSE WHO ARE 
WILLING TO LEARN.

Neroe Lee: YOUR 
BIRDS ARE SELLING 
LIKE HOTCAKES, 
HOW DO YOU 
UPHOLD QUALITY 
AND HOW DO YOU 
MAKE SURE THAT 
TOMORROW YOUR 
BIRDS WILL STILL BE 
RELEVANT?
Oliver Osorio: I select 
only the best, cull 
ruthlessly and test 
them extensively 
myself until I am 
ultimately satisfied 
by their performance. 
I also have a return 
period, if you don’t 
like what I sent we 
can talk about it and 
maybe replace it 
given that it is in good 
condition. 

are churning out close 
to a thousand birds 
and it seems we are 
always running out of 
stocks but we do make 
sure to maintain our 
strict quality. 

Neroe Lee: HOW 
DO YOU MANAGE 
YOUR FARM 
AND GAMEFOWL 
EFFECTIVELY? 
Oliver Osorio: I go to 
the farm whenever 
my schedule permits. 
I make sure I am 
hands-on in overall 
operations.

OLIVER OSORIO | RL WARHORSE PANINAP FARM

I SELECT ONLY THE 
BEST, CULL RUTHLESSLY 
AND TEST THEM 
EXTENSIVELY MYSELF 
UNTIL I AM ULTIMATELY 
SATISFIED BY THEIR 
PERFORMANCE.”

Neroe Lee: WHERE IT ALL STARTED 
BREEDING GAMEFOWL? 
Oliver Osorio: I met my partner and good 
friend and we decided to go large scale. My 
father is my biggest influence. Today we 
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answer is to produce 
winners!

Neroe Lee: WHO 
INFLUENCED 
YOU TO BECOME 
A COMPETITIVE 
INDIVIDUAL IN THIS 
INDUSTRY? 
Oliver Osorio: My 
partner Ronnie 
Lacsina and together 
we are always pushing 
the envelopes of our 
limits that until now 
we find it amazing 
how we have achieved 
all our glories.

Neroe Lee: AS 
A SUCCESSFUL 
BREEDER 
ENTREPRENEUR 
USING SOCIAL 

Neroe Lee: WHAT ARE 
YOUR BEST PERFORMING 
BLOODLINES AND HOW 
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE EACH 
OF THEIR ABILITY?
Oliver Osorio: The Sweaters, 
and the Kelsos. They are 
complete fighting machines 
and are graveyard dead game, 
I have achieved feat that I 
myself still can’t believe from 
this birds but of course, there’s 
always a secret sauce to what 
every each breeder breeds.

Neroe Lee: WHAT WERE 
YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGES 
DEALING WITH THIS FARM 
AND FOWLS? 
Oliver Osorio: Given that we 
always maintain the quality of the 
personnel and overhead cost is our 
main challenge since maintaining 
top most quality isn’t cheap.

Neroe Lee: HOW SYSTEMATIC 
ARE YOU WHEN IT COMES TO 
RECORDING? 
Oliver Osorio: I am very systematic. I 
perform all the markings and the setting 
of the bloodlines myself to ensuring 
uniformity of our quality produce.

Neroe Lee: AS AN INNOVATOR 
AREN’T YOU TEMPTED TO VENTURE 
IN MORE BREEDING EXPERIMENTS? 
Oliver Osorio: We tend to keep things 
simple and stick to basics

Neroe Lee: HOW YOU TRAIN YOUR 
ROOSTER ON A DAILY BASIS? 
Oliver Osorio: My methods are 
unorthodox I always keep it simple but 
sensible. We do rotation method and no 
hard workouts.

Neroe Lee: WHAT IS THE GREATEST 
CHALLENGE OF A BREEDER? 
Oliver Osorio: A very straight forward 
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protein ratio. There’s 
not much to share since 
nowadays ready mixes are 
the norms.
Neroe Lee: WHERE DO 
MOST OF YOUR FOWL GO 
EACH SEASON? 
Oliver Osorio: Most of 
my birds go to Malaysia 
and others are sold 
thru Facebook were I 
usually held some raffles. 
Nowadays numerous 
walk-in buyers are 
becoming a norm with 
some coming from as far 
as Mindanao.

Neroe Lee: WITH THE 
ADVENT OF STAG 
FIGHTING WHAT TRICK 
OR TIPS YOU CAN SHARE 
SO OUR READERS CAN BE 
ONE STEP AHEAD?
Oliver Osorio: Just choose 
the smartest fighters, after 
all, they fight using knives, 
at the end of the day the 

smartest and the best 
cutting roosters gets the 
chance to see another day.
Neroe Lee: WHAT’S 
YOUR ADVICE TO THOSE 
WHO JUST STARTING 
BREEDING CHICKEN? 
Oliver Osorio: Invest 
and buy the best you 
can afford, be kind to 
your people they are the 
backbone of your farm. 

Neroe Lee: DOES THIS 
NEW DIGITAL MAGAZINE 
PUREBRED WARRIOR A 
HELP FOR YOU? 
Oliver Osorio: A huge 
help for breeders like me 
who gets the chance to 
share our triumph’s and 
struggles. Our journey 
never ends and the best 
way we could learn is from 
listening to others since 
they might have already 
walked the path that is 
now in front of us.  

I MAINTAIN A BASIC 18% PROTEIN 
RATIO. THERE’S NOT MUCH TO SHARE 
SINCE NOWADAYS READY MIXES ARE 
THE NORMS.”

MEDIA WHAT ARE YOUR ADVICE TO 
OUR BREEDERS AND ENTHUSIAST 
ALIKE?
Oliver Osorio: Invest! Don’t be a 
cheapskate. Not all breeds are equal, 
there is a reason why some are 
expensive than others.

Neroe Lee: CAN YOU DISCUSS YOUR 
PRINCIPLE IN COCKFIGHTING? 
Oliver Osorio: Selection is the key to 
thrive in this competitively unforgiving 
sport. No amount of conditioning can 
overcome a lack of ability. 

Neroe Lee: HOW DO YOU DEFINE 
POINTING AND WHAT CAN YOU TELL 
OUR READERS OF THE BASICS? 
Oliver Osorio: Hunger, rest, moisture 
and take note no wonder drugs, please.

Neroe Lee: WHAT IS YOUR FEEDING 
PROGRAM CONSISTING OF? 
Oliver Osorio: I maintain a basic 18% 
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I
 ’m a father to two great kids, husband to my loving 

wife and CEO of a residential and commercial renovation company. 
At 32 years old, I’ve had a lot of success and I see an even brighter 
future with my fowl and business. Most people, outside of the 
game fowl world, don’t understand the impact of raising fowl from 
such a young age has had on my life. I remember as a child my 
father gave me an ultimatum, “you either take care of these birds 
or I’m going to get rid of them”; I knew at that time raising fowl 
was something I wanted to do and it has paid off tremendously. 
Dedicating my time with fowl at a young age kept me out of trouble 
and gave me a great sense of responsibility. To this day my parents 
are still big supporters.

“The true measure of wealth is if they took all your 
money. what would you be you worth then”

L U M B E E B O Y  G A M E F A R M

Anthony Bug Morton
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“BEING A BREEDER HAS MANY CHALLENGES AND IT DEMANDS 
LOTS OF MONEY, IS CAUSE FOR SLEEPLESS NIGHTS, AND 

CONSTANT WORRY ABOUT THE WELFARE OF THE FOWL BUT 
OVERALL THE LOVE OF THE FOWL MAKES LIFE WORTH IT.”

~ ANTHONY BUG MORTON
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Mhar Delaben: HOW DID YOU 
GET INTO THIS SPORT?
Anthony Bug: As a Native 
American from the Lumbee Tribe 
of NC, raising animals including 
game fowl is something my family, 
friends and those around me have 
always done. My love for gamefowl 
came from my grandfather who 
instilled in me a love to compete 
and better the breed. 

Mhar Delaben: WHERE IT 
ALL STARTED BREEDING 
GAMEFOWL?
Anthony Bug: It all started with 
some brood fowls I had from my 
grandfather and a few other fowl 
that I bought at $40 and $50; I 
quickly learned the importance of 
a good bloodline and I eventually 
culled everything except the 
brood fowls that were passed 
down from family; these being 
my BlueFaces coming directly 
from Oscar Akins’ Game Farm. 
Looking back on the beginning 
of LumbeeBoy Game Farm is 
funny now but it was not so much 
then when I took my girlfriend 
now wife’s, $4000 tax refund 
and bought the best broodstock 
money could buy. We sacrificed 
our wants and some needs but 
in the end, the reward today has 
been well worth the sacrifices.

Mhar Delaben: TELL US ABOUT HOW YOU LIVED 
YOUR LIFE AS A GAME FARM OWNER, BREEDER AND 
A COCKER?
Anthony Bug: As a game fowl breeder who works a “9-
5”, I deal with people who know absolutely nothing of 
the game fowl world and then there’s life as a cocker. 
Being a breeder has many challenges and it demands 
lots of money, is cause for sleepless nights, and constant 
worry about the welfare of the fowl but overall the love 
of the fowl makes life worth it. 

Yellow Legged Hatch

ANTHONY BUG MORTON| LUMBEEBOY GAMEFARM
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I RAISE CHICKS 
WHAT SOME 
PEOPLE CALL LATE 
HATCH BECAUSE OF 
THE P.H LEVELS AND 
NITROGEN IS HIGH 
AND GROWS BIGGER 
AND HEALTHY FOWL 
FOR WHERE I’M AT.”

Mhar Delaben: HOW 
DO YOU MANAGE YOUR 
FARM AND GAME FOWL 
EFFECTIVELY?
Anthony Bug: I’m a bit 
OCD when it comes to the 
cleanliness of my farm. I 
keep my yard and waters 
clean, and I maintain a good 
daily feed mix. I also take 
the time to wash my fowl 
and regularly vaccinate, 
worm and handle my fowl. I 
also raise what some people 
call late hatch chicks and 
due to high PH levels and 
nitrogen in my soil, I am 
able to raise bigger and 
healthier fowl. 

Mhar Delaben: WHAT ARE 
YOUR BEST PERFORMING 
BLOODLINES AND HOW 
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE 
EACH OF THEIR ABILITY?
Anthony Bug: My BlueFace 
bloodline is a hard-hitting 
fowl, they’re known to be 
gentle birds with a huge 
breast and big legs. My 
yellow-leg-hatch is very 
smart and accurate cutters. 
I have a few other lines that 
I love and they all bring 
something different to the 
table. 

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
SUPPLEMENT OR 
ENHANCERS DO YOU USE 
DURING THE KEEP?
Anthony Bug: A good buddy 
of mine, Mark Bullard, who as 
a feeder, has created a great 
feeding method he uses on 
my fowl to include B5500 and 
equipoise once a week along 
with liquid ions, amino acids, 
and liquid proteins daily. He 
begins by working the fowl 
lightly and work them up 
with flies, flips, climbs, flirts 
and back down. 

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
WERE YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGES DEALING 
WITH THIS FARM AND 
FOWLS?
Anthony Bug: The 
biggest challenge 
I face, as I’m sure 
most breeders do, is 
maintaining a healthy 
and clean environment 
and preventing sickness 
in the fowl. 
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Mhar Delaben: HOW 
SYSTEMATIC ARE 
YOU WHEN IT COMES 
TO RECORDING?
Anthony Bug: I am 
very systematic with 
my breeding and 
marking. My eggs are 
separated by breed in 
my incubators and as 
soon as they hatch, 
they’re marked and 
recorded. I also utilize 
leg and wing bands 
for identification 
purposes. It’s to the 
point when a buyer 
says I want more of 
a specific fowl, I say 
tell me how they are 
marked and I’ll show 
you the hen and 
rooster that produced 
them. 

Mhar Delaben: ARE THERE 
ANY INTRUDERS ON YOUR 
FARM AND DESTROY ANY 
PROPERTIES YOU HAVE?
Anthony Bug: I had a fox years 
ago kill some brood stock, but 
overall I have no issues with 
intruders; a lot of that is a result 
of having great working dogs to 
keep watch and protect the fowl 
from intruders. 

Mhar Delaben: WHAT IS THE 
GREATEST CHALLENGE OF A 
BREEDER?
Anthony Bug: The greatest 
challenge as a breeder is 
maintaining the bloodline. 
A good buddy of mine, Jason 
Daniels and I, were just talking 
about how every year that on 
each bloodline the percentage 
of effectiveness can go up and 
down.

2018 BNTV Cup National 8 Stag

JASON DANIELS 
AND I TALKED 
ABOUT HOW EVERY 
YEAR THAT ONE 
LINE PERCENTAGE 
CAN GO UP AND 
DOWN EACH YEAR 
VERY CHALLENGING 
MAINTAINING THAT.

ANTHONY BUG MORTON| LUMBEEBOY GAMEFARM
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Mhar Delaben: 
WHO INFLUENCED 
YOU TO BECOME 
A COMPETITIVE 
INDIVIDUAL IN THIS 
INDUSTRY?
Anthony Bug: A lot 
of people some of the 
larger scale names 
down to the in-home 
smaller breeder. We 
all the same. From my 
friends Mark Bullard, 
Marlon McNeill, 
Victor Cervantes, 
Redcliff, Jason Daniels, 
Kevin Harris, Patrick 
Jefferson, and Paige 
Wardlaw, just to name 
a few; these men have 
been a great support 
and encouragement 
for me and mostly 
without God none of 
this would be possible. 

Mhar Delaben: 
WHAT’S YOUR 
THOUGHT ABOUT 
THIS JEALOUSY 
ROAMING AROUND 
SOCIAL MEDIA?
Anthony Bug: It’s 

crazy. I’m always happy for the 
next man doing great things 
and I never look down on 
anyone. As for myself, being a 
smaller breeder who’s trying to 
expand, I have witnessed the 
jealousy firsthand. This sport is 
supposed to be a gentleman’s 
sport and I believe we need to 
support one another instead of 
tearing each other down.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
BEDDING DO YOU PREFER 
FOR YOUR FOWL AS A DAILY 
SCRATCH?
Anthony Bug: I’m always 
loading my pens with horse 
manure compost and simple 
wheat straw.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT IS 
YOUR FEEDING PROGRAM 
CONSIST OF?
Anthony Bug: Simple 16 
% protein GameCock mix 
for older fowl and for the 
hatchlings running the yard 

I’M ALWAYS LOADING 
MY PENS WITH 
HORSE COMPOSITE 
THAT HAS SAT A 
YEAR AND WHEAT 
STRAW SIMPLE.

ANTHONY BUG MORTON| LUMBEEBOY GAMEFARM
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I use GameCock mixed 
with dog food soaked in 
electrolytes and other 
nutrients.

Mhar Delaben: WHERE DO 
MOST OF YOUR FOWL GO 
EACH SEASON?
Anthony Bug: I have sold 
fowl all over the US, here 
lately I’ve had a lot of interest 
out of Mexico, the great 
Philippines has always been 
a popular area and I’ve been 
getting some great feedback 
from Vietnam.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT’S 
YOUR ADVICE TO THOSE 
WHO JUST STARTING 
BREEDING CHICKEN?
Anthony Bug: My advice 
would be to have patience. 
Achieving a strong and 
consistent bloodline is not 
easy, however investing in the 
fowl, your equipment, being 
humble in asking and seeking 
knowledge of the sport, and 
making connections within 

the sport makes for 
the beginnings of a 
successful farm.

Mhar Delaben: 
DOES THIS NEW 
DIGITAL MAGAZINE 
PUREBRED WARRIOR 
A HELP FOR YOU?
Anthony Bug: 
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I’M ALWAYS LOADING 
MY PENS WITH 
HORSE COMPOSITE 
THAT HAS SAT A 
YEAR AND WHEAT 
STRAW SIMPLE.

Yes, it’s a great source 
of information and 
recognition of people 
who are dedicated to this 
sport. Always something 
interesting to read and see, 
not to mention the live 
videos. 

Mhar Delaben: ON 

BEHALF OF MY TEAM 
PUREBRED WARRIOR, 
WOULD YOU BE WILLING 
TO OFFER SOME OF 
YOUR CHICKEN FOR A 
CHARITABLE PURPOSE IN 
THE COMING?
Anthony Bug: Absolutely, 
it would be an honour to 
participate. 
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alfonso rios
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A  
 rthur Contreras is a Hispanic male that is 47 years old 

and originally from Lubbock, Texas. I’m just average, normal hard 
working man that does Electrical Technician for four dealerships 
but I have a passion for gamefowl and as if I’m not working with 
my cars I am always messing with my fowls.

I guess I can say that I’m the owner to my own personal game-
farm and pretty much working on this alone as I used to be 
associated with Ken Hutchison and Randy Dvorsky but now I’m 
starting with my own little game-farm and it looks like I’m starting 
a little prosper slowly but surely.

“There’s a time that I just wanted to quit, but these birds taught 
me that I can’t quit, they taught me responsibility, they gave me 

something to look forward to and there’s more than a passion for 
me. I can be the best I can be at something.”

E L  C H I C A N O  G A M E F A R M

Arthur Contreras
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“I CAN SAY IS YOU LIVED BY THE SWORD AND YOU DIE BY THE 
SWORD AND BY THAT I MEAN WHAT I EXPECTED OUT TO MY 

CHICKEN FOR THEM TO GIVE ME EVERYTHING THAT THEY’VE GOT, 
I EXPECT THEM TO GIVE ME THE BEST THAT THEY GOT AND IF 

THAT’S WHAT I’M EXPECTING OUT OF THEM, THEN THAT’S THEY 
SHOULD GET OUT OF ME AS WELL, EVERYTHING THAT I GOT AND 

THE THINGS THAT I EXPERIENCE IN MY LIFE.”
ARTHUR CONTRERAS

ARTHUR CONTRERAS | EL CHICANO GAMEFARM
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Mhar Delaben: HOW 
DID THE CHICKEN 
SAVE YOU AFTER 
HEARING YOUR 
STORY FROM YOUR 
DEAR FRIEND RAUL 
HERNANDEZ?
Arthur Contreras: 
Well, I guess that 
question can be 
answered in so many 
ways, but the things 
that stand out the 
most is the fowls have 
to help me out just 
what life in general. 
They taught me 
responsibility, they 
taught me a lot about 
myself and I see a lot 
of stuff that I’ve seen 
in myself with and 
I’m seeing chickens 
and fowls you know 
that they could have 
laid out and just quit 
but they decided not 
to quit and they kept 
going forward to every 
ounce of energy and 
up to the last breath 
that they have. And to 
me, I think that what 
life is all about that we 
live in. You gotta stay 
in to win, you gotta 

fight your fight, you gotta live your life 
to the fullest all the way to the end no 
matter how hard things are.

I’m fixing to share something very 
personal and I wouldn’t tell this to 
anybody but I wanna share it with you 
and I hope that this thing can record 
this all. All I can tell you is I just feel 
like God had a calling on me to put 
this chickens in my life because only 
He knew the things I was fixing to go 
through in my life and I think He put 
those chicken in my life so I can learn 
from them because the one thing I can 
say is you lived by the sword and you 
die by the sword and by that I mean 
what I expected out to my Chicken 
for them to give me everything that 
they’ve got, I expect them to give me 
the best that they got and if that’s what 
I’m expecting out of them, then that’s 
they should get out of me as well, 
everything that I got and the things 
that I experience in my life.

Mhar Delaben: WHERE THAT EL 
CHICANO NAME CAME FROM?
Arthur Contreras: That’s a funny story 
about my name El Chicano come about 
the Mexican from Mexico that fighting 
the short knife every time that I would 
showed up when legal to the fights.

The Mexican are the ones that named 
me El Chicano because it means even 
though I was born here in the United 
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THE MEXICAN ARE 
THE ONES THAT 
NAMED ME EL 
CHICANO BECAUSE 
IT MEANS EVEN 
THOUGH I WAS 
BORN HERE IN THE 
UNITED STATES 
I’M CONSIDERED A 
MEXICAN BECAUSE 
I CARRY A LOT OF 
THEIR TRAITS AND A 
LOT OF THEIR WAYS.”

States I’m considered a 
Mexican because I carry a lot 
of their traits and a lot of their 
ways so the name Chicano 
means that I’m from here but 

I’m still Mexican-American. 
Basically, it means I didn’t 
forget where I came from and I 
speak my language very fluent.

Mhar Delaben: TELL US 
WHAT ARE THE MAIN 
BLOODLINES YOU HAVE ON 
THE FARM?
Arthur Contreras: The main 
bloodlines that I carry with 
pride and that I put my name 
El Chicano on my Frost Greys 
that I’ve had for the past 27 
years that I’ve carried heavy 
Jay Goode blood and Ken 
Hutchison’s blood and the 
other second bloodline that I 
really like a lot are called Bates 
Greys and I got mine from 
Larry Carter from Texoma and 
then third one would be my 
Albany’s from Glenn Justice 

and then also had the original 
little generals from the late 
Billy Dvorsky which his son 
is still alive and his name is 
Randy Dvorsky. and the fourth 
bloodline that I have is my 
speckled hatch. I guess I can 
say all the bloodlines have 
been acquired through real 
close friendships.

Mhar Delaben: BEING A 
GAMEFOWL BREEDER, WHAT 
ARE YOUR REAL STRUGGLES?
Arthur Contreras: The major 
struggles that I can really say 
that keeping me from reaching 
my full potential is having a 
maintained a full-time job, I’ve 
been an Electrical Technician 
for 25 years and it’s my full-
time job and it’s my health 
benefits that what keeps me 
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man, I love him.
One more thing I like to say 

about Raul is I guess he really 
knows my passion and he can 
really see my talents with the 
gamefowl and because of him 
he pushes me to try to go to 
the next level and look where 
I am right now, I’m having an 
interview with this awesome guy 
with his cool magazine and if 
weren’t for him there’s no way I 
would be even talking to you.

Mhar Delaben: HOW DO YOU 
KEEP UP WITH THE MARKINGS 
OF YOUR FOWL?
Arthur Contreras: The way I 
record them is on a tablet and I 
just draw a picture of a chicken’s 
web and for example, if it’s a 
Pure Frost Grey usually I mark 
them double-rights and now if 
its a certain hen and a certain 

ARTHUR CONTRERAS | EL CHICANO GAMEFARM

grounded and it’s hard 
to run a game farm and 
have a full-time job and 
raise your family as well, 
so I have to find that fine 
medium and not raise 
too many gamefowls that 
I cannot keep up with.

Mhar Delaben: I’M 
SO GRATEFUL TO MR 
RAUL HERNANDEZ 
BECAUSE HE WAS THE 
ONE SHARED YOUR 
LIFE STORY TO ME AND 
IT REALLY MOVES ME 
EMOTIONALLY, HOW 
CLOSE ARE YOU TO 
HIM?
Arthur Contreras: Raul 
is like my brother, we 

went to school together and 
Shallowater Texas and all 
the way to my senior year 
when I had to move from 
Lubbock my senior to Waco 
Texas and I have to live my 
best friend behind but we’ve 
always stayed in touch. And 
as always growing up, Raul 
would help me with my 
fowl and his dad would run 
as around and takes us to 
different little game farm and 
would help us raise his own 
chickens, but after I moved 
we’ve just always stayed in 
touch and we’ve been really 
close like two grow blood 
brothers and that’s the best 
way I can ever explain, his my 
best friend and a God-fearing 
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rooster that I’m single mating 
I document it with little notes 
on my tablet.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT IS 
YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 
THE GAMEFOWL INDUSTRY 
WHEN IT’S LEGAL?
Arthur Contreras: Well, one 
of my first accomplishment 
was the first show that I ever 
took to Texhoma, the first 
time I was ever going right off 
the back, I won the derby first 
time, they called it first time 
luck but I said no. I said, If I 
didn’t think I was gonna win 
I would never show up but I 
won a 5 cock the first time I 
ever went to Texhoma. I won a 
couple of 7 cocks in the knife 
and Ken Hutchison has won 
cocker of the year at Triple 
bees and I was also just won 

had an opportunity to learn 
from which is Jay Goode, Ken 
Hutchison and Randy Dvorsky 
they’ve won the Hawaiian 
Derby, this guy had won major 
competitions and these people 
who I look up to and they’re 
the ones who taught me 
everything that I know in it, I 
feel like it’s my honour to try 
to carry the torch and I wanna 
do my best to keep moving 
forward.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT ADVICE 
WOULD YOU SHARE WITH 
THOSE WHO ASPIRE TO 
BECOME A CHAMPION?
Arthur Contreras: I’ve had to 
use the advice that my dad 
gave me and that advice was, 
Show me your friends are 
and I will tell you who are. If 
you wanna hang around with 

ARTHUR CONTRERAS | EL CHICANO GAMEFARM

WELL, ONE 
OF MY FIRST 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 
WAS THE FIRST 
SHOW THAT I EVER 
TOOK TO TEXHOMA, 
THE FIRST TIME I 
WAS EVER GOING 
RIGHT OFF THE 
BACK, I WON THE 
DERBY FIRST TIME, 
THEY CALLED IT 
FIRST TIME LUCK 
BUT I SAID NO.”

some really nice big derbies 
and it’s just some of the great 
accomplishment that I had. I 
guess another accomplishment 
is the people who I thought 
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winners, you gonna be a 
winner, and if you wanna 
hang around with people 
doing drugs you’re going 
to be a loser and that 
simple. If you did the 
right thing, then the right 
thing will be supposed to 
happen.

Mhar Delaben: WHAT 
CAN YOU SAY ABOUT 
THIS NEW MAGAZINE 
PUREBRED WARRIOR? 
WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO HAVE IT IN HARD 
COPY?
Arthur Contreras: 

I’m grateful for the 
magazine that’s been 
out there and has been 
positive showing all the 
good things about the 
cocker, the breeding 
and you know what it 
takes to be a rooster 
man, I just think that 
this magazine is the 

I’M GRATEFUL FOR 
THE MAGAZINE 
THAT’S BEEN OUT 
THERE AND HAS 
BEEN POSITIVE 
SHOWING ALL 
THE GOOD THINGS 
ABOUT THE 
COCKER, THE 
BREEDING AND 
YOU KNOW WHAT 
IT TAKES TO BE A 
ROOSTER MAN.”
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the people and teach the 
people what this chicken 
business is all about and 
if there’s anything that 
has to do with anything 
and being positive on the 
sport I’ll sure I will be 
a part of it, and I would 
love the hard copy.

future and I think what Jim 
is doing as well its for the 
future and finally I think 
that all the information 
out there and finally we’re 
getting the positive feedback 
that we need out there 
instead of all the negative 
and so that we can educate 

Mhar Delaben: DO YOU HAVE 
ANY ENLIGHTENMENT FINAL 
MESSAGE TO EVERYONE?
Arthur Contreras: I’ve had 
some major loses in my life and 
there’s a time that I just wanted 
to quit, but then chickens 
taught me that I can’t quit. I 
got to keep fighting. I love this 
chicken because they taught me 
responsibility and they gave me 
something to look forward to and 
there’s more than a passion for 
me. And that’s just whatever that 
worth to you. I just wanted to tell 
you that ‘I just love my chicken, 
I can be the best I can be at 
something, God bless you. 
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I always use my product at home and it always amazes me to see 
each time I see a chick hatch from its shell. I work at home most 

of the time so I always spend most of the time with family and play 
crazy games with my son.

D I G I T A L  I N C U B A T O R  P A R T S  A N D  S E R V I C E S

I
  see myself as one basic part of a big Sabong Industry 

and my incubator fabrication business as a way of service to all 
the Sabongeros and Breeders out there, in a way I am helping them 
reach their optimum potential by relieving the stress they have 
to go through every breeding season with my reliable incubators 
they are assured of a high percentage results. I grew up in a family 
of breeders and cockfighters, I always use my product at home 
and it always amazes me to see each time I see a chick hatch from 
its shell. I work at home most of the time so I always spend most 
of the time with family and play crazy games with my son.     

Herbie Emmanuel 
Medalla
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my flock using my homemade 
incubator. Our house was like 
a mini zoo with all my setup 
and experimentations. I was 
still single that time and good 
enough I notice early that 
breeding as a hobby was very 
costly. I also realize that it has 
been eating all my savings 
from my first job as a bank 
employee. I was trying to 
think of ways and means to 
convert my knowledge and 
expertise into a sustainable 
and profitable business that is 
why I decide to manufacture 
incubators. 

Neroe Lee: DID YOU HAVE 
PROPER TRAINING OR 
SEMINAR IN THIS FIELD OR 
WAS IT EXPERIENCE BASED?  

Neroe Lee: TELL US A 
BRIEF STORY ABOUT 
YOUR LIFE BACK THEN 
WHEN YOU WERE JUST 
STARTING. HAVE YOU 
STRUGGLED? 
Herbie Emmanuel: 
Looking back 15 
years ago I can say to 
myself that maybe I 
did something right in 
spite of the challenges 
financially, design and 
marketing wise. They say 
that do what you love 
and you will never work 
a single day for the rest 
of your life. I resigned 
as a bank employee and 
followed my passion for 
fixing things and finding 
solutions to basic things 
to make the task of a 
breeder much easier. 
Making and designing 
incubators came to me 
like a calling and I just 
embrace it. The only 
constant thing in this 
world is change so as to 
design, it is a constant 

thing. I imagine myself as 
if I am the end user of the 
incubator and so I don’t settle 
for anything less and keep on 
improving the product.   

Neroe Lee: HOW DID 
YOU END UP MAKING 
INCUBATORS AND 
INCUBATION RELATED 
PRODUCTS? 
Herbie Emmanuel: I used to 
breed a different type of birds, 
fishes, snakes and reptiles at 
home and manage to multiply 

HERBIE EMMANUEL MEDALLA | DIGITAL INCUBATOR SPECIALIST
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media has helped me in 
marketing my product but 
recommendations from 
my satisfied clients raised 
me to the next level. I 
always have repeat orders 
from my satisfied clients. 
Comments, suggestions 
and reactions on Social 
media can either make 
you or break you so I 
always consider the 
comments of my clients 
as a positive way of 
improving my product. 
I use these ideas to my 
advantage and that is one 
of the reasons why I’m still 
here in the business. 

Neroe Lee: YOUR 
INCUBATOR TRULY IS A 
PROMISING PRODUCT 
BASE ON WHAT WE 
KNEW FROM RANDOM 
USERS, WOULD YOU TELL 
US WHAT SETS YOUR 
INCUBATOR APART FROM 
WHAT IS COMMONLY 
AVAILABLE IN THE 
MARKET? 
Herbie Emmanuel: The 
Quality of my product sets 
me apart from the rest of 
the incubator makers. All 
incubator products look 
the same on the outside 
but what really matters 
are the parts inside and I 
carefully choose each part 
piece by piece from years 
of testing and experience.

WHAT IS THE 
THRESHOLD OF DAYS 
Neroe Lee: WHERE WE 
CAN KEEP FERTILE 
EGGS AT ATMOSPHERIC 
CONDITION? WOULD YOU 
TELL US WAYS ON HOW 
TO KEEP THEM LONGER 
PERIOD? 
Herbie Emmanuel: 
Climate change makes 
breeding quite difficult 
right now and finding 
the right storage area 
must also be put into 
consideration. A cool dark 
place is always an ideal 
area in keeping the eggs 
for a maximum of 6 days 
to get the best results. A 
chiller with a temperature 
of 10 to 15 degrees Celsius 
with 70% relative humidity 
is ideal for eggs kept in 
a much longer period of 
more than 6 days but not 
more than 2 weeks.

Neroe Lee: ARE THERE 
OTHER OPTIONS TO 
PREVENT FERTILE EGGS 
FROM DECREASING 
THEIR FERTILITY 
BEFORE LOADING IN THE 
INCUBATOR?
Herbie Emmanuel: Always 
keep the temperature 
and humidity in your 
storage area in-check so 
that you can always have 
an optimum result each 
time you incubate eggs. 
Avoid direct contact from 

I RESIGNED AS A BANK EMPLOYEE 
AND FOLLOWED MY PASSION 
FOR FIXING THINGS AND FINDING 
SOLUTIONS TO BASIC THINGS TO 
MAKE THE TASK OF A BREEDER MUCH 
EASIER.”

Herbie Emmanuel: Working as a 
Graphic designer for 6 years have 
taught and exposed me through 
different software and electronic 
components. I was operating and 
handling large printing format 
machines so I was introduced to 
different machine functions like 
motored pumps, timer, temperature 
and humidity controllers. Due to the 
scarcity of electronic personnel I was 
also able to troubleshoot the machines 
that I operated with the aid of the 
internet. 

Neroe Lee: WITH THE ADVENT OF 
SOCIAL MEDIA AND OTHER DIGITAL 
FLAT FORM DO YOU THINK IT WAS A 
DRIVER FOR YOUR SUCCESS? 
Herbie Emmanuel: The social 

HERBIE EMMANUEL MEDALLA | DIGITAL INCUBATOR SPECIALIST
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else I always look at the picture inside 
and out if it matches the specifications 
promised by the seller. Honest sellers 
will show and explain to you the parts 
and each function.     

Neroe Lee: CAN YOU TELL US THE 
BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
SETTER INCUBATOR AND HATCHER 
INCUBATOR? 
Herbie Emmanuel: Setter incubator 
is where you put the eggs from 1 to 
18 days with a temperature of 37.8 
to 38 degrees Celsius and 40 to 50% 
relative humidity. It has an automatic 
egg turner that mimics the absence of 
a hen. A hatcher meanwhile is a place 
where the eggs must be transferred for 
the last 3 days for the eggs to hatch.

Neroe Lee: IS IT IDEAL TO BUY AN 
INCUBATOR WITH BUILT-IN SETTER 
ALL IN ONE? HOW CAN IT MANAGE 
THE CHANGES IN HUMIDITY AND 
TEMPERATURE? 
Herbie Emmanuel: For mass 
production breeding, I would suggest 
that the client should get a separate 
setter and hatcher, considering that it 
is easier to manage the temperature 
and humidity if they are separate. An 
all in one setter and hatcher incubator 
is practical for breeders who only 
want to maintain a few numbers of 
birds. It is also cost efficient since you 

the sun or room hot areas 
that may cause the eggs 
to spoil or develop early. 
Chicks may develop early 
in a hot storage area but it 
will eventually die inside 
the incubator once you 
load it. Using a chiller 
is still the best option 
especially in areas with 
large temperature swings 

particularly during day and 
night.

Neroe Lee: WHAT ARE 
THE BASIC PARAMETERS 
IN BUYING A GOOD 
INCUBATOR? 
Herbie Emmanuel: Buying 
an incubator is like buying 
a product on Amazon or 
Alibaba. Just like anybody 

HERBIE EMMANUEL MEDALLA | DIGITAL INCUBATOR SPECIALIST
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are only running one 
machine. Humidity can 
be adjusted in two ways; 
1st is by increasing or 
decreasing the water 
floor space. 2nd is by 
opening or closing the 
vent holes located at 
the back of the unit. 
Our incubator unit 
comes with a built-in 
dial hygrometer so that 
the client can check the 
humidity all the time.

Neroe Lee: WOULD 
YOU DISCUSS THE 
RELEVANCE OF PROPER 
HUMIDITY, AIRFLOW, 
HEAT, EGG TILTING 
AND CLEANLINESS? 
Herbie Emmanuel: 
I always remind 
and discuss to my 
clients thru text, 
call conversation or 
through my posts 
online about incubation 
techniques that I and 
other experienced 
breeders used. Some 
of the owners are not 
hands-on breeders and 
communicating proper 
humidity, airflow, heat, 

egg tilting and cleanliness to 
their personnel is a constant 
challenge and human errors are 
unavoidable.

Neroe Lee: WHAT ARE 
WAYS I CAN CALIBRATE MY 
INCUBATOR? 
Herbie Emmanuel: Using a 
digital controller with built-
in Solid State Relay is the 
most recent innovation in 
economically and efficiently 
controlling heat. Calibration can 
be made regularly through the 
glass thermometer and the dial 
hygrometer. I teach my clients 
how to calibrate without costing 
them a fortune.  

Neroe Lee: CAN YOU DISCUSS 
TO US THE PROCESS OF 
INCUBATING EGGS FROM 
LOADING THEM IN INCUBATOR 
SETTERS TO TRANSFERRING 
THEM INTO HATCHERIES? 
Herbie Emmanuel: First is to 
collect the eggs and classify it 
according to size, texture and 
shape. Only the best eggs can be 
placed inside the setter for 17 
days. On the 10th day, you can 
candle the eggs to separate the 
fertile from the infertile ones. 
During the 18 days, you may 

now transfer the eggs to the 
hatcher. The hatcher requires 
a temperature of half a degree 
lower than the setter.

Neroe Lee: HOW DO WE 
KNOW THAT CHICKS 
ARE HEALTHY OR ARE 
THEY AFFECTED BY THE 
INCUBATOR INEFFICIENCY 
FACTOR? 
Herbie Emmanuel: An 
incubator is just a machine 
and the operator will still have 
the last say of how he will 
use or operate the unit. The 
built-in gauges serve as a tool 
to help and safeguards the 
incubation process.

Neroe Lee: MOST OF THE 
TIME WE KEEP OURSELVES 
GUESSING TO THE REAL 
REASONS WHY SOME 
CHICKS ARE BORN WITH 
PHYSICAL DEFICIENCIES, 
HOW DO WE DIFFERENTIATE 
WHETHER IT WAS A GENETIC 
PROBLEM OR THE INCUBATOR 
ITSELF? 
Herbie Emmanuel: Four 
factors are of major 
importance in incubating eggs 

HERBIE EMMANUEL MEDALLA | DIGITAL INCUBATOR SPECIALIST

FOR MASS 
PRODUCTION 
BREEDING, I 
WOULD SUGGEST 
THAT THE CLIENT 
SHOULD GET A 
SEPARATE SETTER 
AND HATCHER, 
CONSIDERING 
THAT IT IS EASIER 
TO MANAGE THE 
TEMPERATURE AND 
HUMIDITY IF THEY 
ARE SEPARATE.”
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artificially: temperature, 
humidity, ventilation 
and turning. Of these 
factors, the temperature 
is the most critical. 
However, humidity tends 
to be overlooked and 
causes many hatching 
problems. Extensive 
research has shown 
that the optimum 
incubator temperature 
is 100°F when relative 
humidity is 40-50 per 
cent. Concentrations of 
oxygen should be above 
20 per cent, carbon 
dioxide should be below 
0.5 per cent, and air 
movement past the egg 
should be 12 cubic feet 
per minute. 

Neroe Lee: TODAY 
MOST OF US WHO 
BREEDS IN LARGE 
QUANTITIES DEPEND 
ON OFF THE SHELVES 
READY TO USE 
COOLERS OR CHILLERS 
THAT ARE ACTUALLY 
DESIGN FOR COLD 
BEVERAGES, WHAT ARE 
YOUR THOUGHTS ON 
THIS? 
Herbie Emmanuel: 
With Climate change, 
I may say that chiller 
is a good alternative 
in maintaining proper 
storage temperature and 
humidity.

Neroe Lee: AS A PASSIONATE 
INNOVATOR OF MODERN 
INCUBATORS AND THAT 
IS TAILOR-MADE FOR THE 
COCKFIGHTING INDUSTRY, 
WHAT IS IT LIKE HAVING 
FULFILLED YOUR PASSION 
AND STILL MANAGE TO EARN 
A LIVING FOR YOUR FAMILY? 
Herbie Emmanuel: I felt very 
honoured and fortunate not 
only because of the business I 
made but because also of the 
many friends I meet along the 
way from different parts of the 
country.

Neroe Lee: HOW DO YOU 
ENSURE YOUR PRODUCTS 
WILL LAST AND PERFORM AS 
ADVERTISING? 
Herbie Emmanuel: I always 
talk to my partners, suppliers, 
engineers abroad and remind 
them to always maintain the 

quality expected of us from 
our clients. The product exists 
because of the support from 
them. 

Neroe Lee: THE PHILIPPINES 
IS AN ISLAND NATION 
AS WE KNOW, HOW DO 
YOU PERFORM NEEDED 
MAINTENANCE ACROSS THE 
COUNTRY?
Herbie Emmanuel: We are 
using market standard parts 
so maintaining or replacing it 
can be done by any qualified 
technician in any part of our 
country. 

Neroe Lee: LET’S SAY I AM 
SMALL TIME BREEDER DO 
YOU HAVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
MY INCUBATION NEEDS? 
Herbie Emmanuel: It is a duty 
for me to help everyone who 
needs my service. If the client is 

HERBIE EMMANUEL MEDALLA | DIGITAL INCUBATOR SPECIALIST
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cooperative and can give 
me a complete data about 
his experience then it is 
easier for me to help.   

Neroe Lee: HOW DO 
YOU ENSURE THAT 
TOMORROW YOUR 
PRODUCTS ARE STILL 
AS RELEVANT AS THEY 
ARE TODAY? 
Herbie Emmanuel: 
Innovation and 
upgrades are the keys to 
maintaining the demand 
for the product. We will 
continue our mission 
and goal as long as 
our clients are there to 
patronize and support 
our products.

Neroe Lee: WHAT IS 
YOUR TAKEAWAY 
FOR THOSE STARTING 
HATCHERIES AS 
AN OPERATOR 
YOURSELVES? 
Herbie Emmanuel: 
In whatever business 
you handle or manage, 
always put the interest 
of the client first before 
anything else. I respect 
my clients although 
I don’t know them 
personally.

it to your personnel. 
Our job is to create the 
best machine possible 
and their job is to 
master it. It’s so easy 
nowadays and there 
are a lot of videos and 
materials online right 
now.  

Neroe Lee: HOW DO 
YOU DEFINE A GOOD 
INCUBATOR IN A 
CONCISE WAY?
Herbie Emmanuel: 
A good incubator is 
a result of the purest 
and good intention of 
the manufacturer to 
his client. 

IT IS A DUTY 
FOR ME 
TO HELP 
EVERYONE 
WHO NEEDS 
MY SERVICE. IF 
THE CLIENT IS 
COOPERATIVE 
AND CAN 
GIVE ME A 
COMPLETE 
DATA 
ABOUT HIS 
EXPERIENCE 
THEN IT IS 
EASIER FOR ME 
TO HELP.” 

Neroe Lee: FOR BREEDERS WHO WISH 
TO PRODUCE LARGE QUANTITIES, 
WHAT CAN YOU ADVISE THEM? 
Herbie Emmanuel: Research, study and 
create a system so that you can impart 

HERBIE EMMANUEL MEDALLA | DIGITAL INCUBATOR SPECIALIST
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a pair from Odis 
a hen and a stag 
and Carol NeSmith 
got a Rooster from 
Odis. The hen was 
later called the 
Possum that dad 
got from Odis. Then 
he borrowed 2 hens 
from Newton, they 
were originally from 
Sonny Ware. In 1989 
dad, breed four hens 
to the rooster that 
Carol had. The one 
out of the Possum 
Hen and the Seater 
Rooster was marked 
Double Right- Left 
Out. Out of the 
rooster dad got from 
Carol and the hen he 

Mark Left Nose

I
Jonas Barnett

t was the year 1986 
when Dad first saw 
sweaters he was 
running Clear Creek 
Pit. Newton Wade 
and Odis Chappel 
had an entry. He 
went on to purchase 

bred to the Sweater-
Newt cock. That mating 
produced the Left-Nose 
family in 1992. Later 
on it was part of the 
family that was sent to 
Sonny Lagon.

A lot of people don’t 
understand you can’t 
mark Left-Nose to 
every Sweater you 
raise or you would 
never know how to 
breed. Everything we 
have now carries the 
Left-Nose bloodline. 
As a matter of fact, 
the Double-Right 
that was so popular 
carried the Left-Nose 
family, the cock side 
and the hen side.  

borrowed from Newton, 
he marked them Left-
In and called them 
Sweater-Newts. The 
ones that came out of 
the Odis Chappel hen 
he all them Possum. 
But it was the Sweater-
Newts he liked the best. 
The next season dad 
borrowed the old one-
eyed George Lay Cock 
which was a Sweater 
rooster that came from 
Newton and Odis. That 
rooster was a big part 
of the Sweaters we 
breed today. Dad took 
the Lay Cock and bred 
to the old hen from 
Newton and took a 
pullet out of that, and 

Sweater
F R O M  T H E  B A R N E T T  F A M I L Y  B Y :



My signature line
60 sec kelso

Butcher
Sweater

Yellow Legged Hatch

 912-288-8736
facebook.com/luke.jarrard.2
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NEIL
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marco marco
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dustin murphy
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ene Abello recounts how he 
developed his brood of prize-
winning fighters:
During the late 1980s, Gene 
Brown and Carol Nesmith 
were fighting under Oak Grove 
and were dominating the 
major competitions around 
the US. Their fowl were half 
Sweater and half Ray Hoskins 
yellow-legged hatch. When 
the partnership fell apart I 
acquired both Sweater families, 
finding them more suitable for 
Philippine fighting.
These sweaters were owned by 
Carol Nesmith derived from 
lines that came from Harold 
Brown. Mr Brown preferred 
the green-legged side and 
eventually lost the yellow 
legged color.
Prior to this I was an associate 
and friend of Ray Alexander 
who had a superior of Round 
Head chickens. I bred these 
Round Heads with the 
Sweaters with unbelievable 
success.
Then realizing that we had to 
be stronger and longer lasting 
than the competition I bred 

a family of Hatch chickens 
containing some Harold Brown 
blood. This cross seemed to 
awaken superior genes which 
were otherwise dormant.
When my brother and my son 
were living in the Dallas, Fort 
Worth area I was a constant 
visitor of Ray Hoskins. I had 
acquired some of his Yellow-
Legged blood and also put 
them together and I was 
getting closer to the original 
blood that Sweater McGuiness 
had won with back in the day.
With our breed of Sweater 
chickens we won in major 
competitions like the World 
Slasher International where 
we were champion in 1995 and 
1998; Runner-Up in 1996, as 
well as the Iloilo Candelaria 
Derby (one of the most 
prestigious fights outside of 
Metro Manila) where we had 7 
straight wins in 2002 and 2003.

Our prize-winning game 
fowls are available for sale 
throughout the Philippines and 
Malaysia with inquiries coming 
from Mexico, Africa and the 
Middle East. 

PRIZE-WINNING 
GAME FOWLS OF 
NENE ABELLO

DO YOU THINK 
COCKFIGHT WILL GO
AT SOME POINT?

>> PERSONAL VIEW |  NENE ABELLO <<
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